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ABSTRACT 

Near atomic scale characterization can be achieved using probe tomography (APT) and cross-

correlative transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  However, pre-APT information about the specimen 

geometry and structure is necessary to produce accurate 3-D reconstructions and single atom 

identification.  To solve these issues, a combined scanning TEM and APT system is being engineered and 

constructed, and this instrument has been termed a Dynamic Atom Probe (DyAP).  The main goal of the 

development program is to demonstrate an electron imaging and diffraction system with sub-nanosecond 

temporal resolution, combined with atom probe tomography analysis with atomic scale resolution and 

chemical sensitivity in ppm. 

Three goals were identified to meet the objectives of the program:  

1. Develop new methodology for analysis of oxides in the atom probe.  

2. Attain a fundamental understanding of thermal transport in APT specimens under laser 

pulsed irradiation. 

3. Develop and implement hardware for the DyAP, and carry out validation of dynamic 

experiments. 

Investigation of the behavior of oxides was performed by analyzing CeO2, (Pb,Zr)TiO3, and 

ZnMgO:Ga film on c-oriented -Al2O3.  A study of the impact of laser pulse energy and specimen base 

temperature on mass resolution, measurement of stoichiometry, multiple detector hits, and evaporation 

mechanisms were investigated.  It was determined that laser pulse energy has effects on inhomogeneous 

heating of the specimen, formation of neutrals acompanied by loss of detection, and preferential 

evaporation of ionic species.  A dynamic atom probe experiment was demonstrated using the ZnMgO:Ga 

on -Al2O3.  Laser pulsing in the atom probe was used to induce a phase transformation, given by the 

formation of spinel at the interface.  APT results were correlated with TEM selected area diffraction 

patterns to confirm the transformation followed by APT analysis. 

The development program is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) through the 

Major Research Instrumentation program (MRI) award Number 1040456. 
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a brief introduction of the research problems addressed by this project, the 

goals of the research and their relevance for the advancement in understanding the atomic scale 

controlling mechanisms of time dependent phenomena.  The experimental design, methodology, and 

results are outlined in the dissertation organization section following the introduction. 

1.1 Introduction 

In order to achieve optimum performance of a material, a full understanding of materials issues 

including compositional uniformity, interface abruptness, grain boundary structure, and impurity 

segregation is essential.  This requires investigating physical phenomena such as nucleation and growth, 

melting and resolidification, phase transformations, and making and breaking of bonds, all of which occur 

in the nanosecond temporal regime and require spatial resolution at the nanometer scale.
1
 

Current atom probe tomography (APT) instruments are capable of providing composition 

analysis of a specimen at the atomic scale using time-of-flight mass spectrometry with a spatial resolution 

at the sub-nm scale.  However, in order to produce accurate 3-D reconstructions of the specimen volume, 

it is necessary to have knowledge of the specimen geometry and the internal interfaces, e.g. grain 

boundaries, precipitates, or layer structures.  High spatial resolution information about the specimen 

nanostructure can be achieved using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  Unfortunately, chemical 

analysis in these instruments using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and/or electron energy 

loss spectroscopy (EELS) only provide chemical information with ~1 at.% sensitivity.  Furthermore, the 

spatial resolution for chemical identification is dependent upon the specimen geometry, i.e. thickness, 

where the information is integrated across the analyzed volume and 3-D information cannot be obtained.  

Previous work by Gorman, et al.
2,3

 demonstrated that it is possible to monitor the specimen geometry ex-

situ by transferring the APT specimen to the TEM and back.  However, challenges arise while 

transferring specimens between instruments due to specimen damage, loss, or contamination. 

The main goal of the development program will be to demonstrate an electron imaging and 

diffraction system with sub-nanosecond temporal resolution, combined with subsequent atom probe 

tomography analysis with atomic scale resolution and chemical sensitivity in ppm.  This instrument 

combines a commercially available APT system with a low accelerating voltage TEM.  The new 

instrument is termed the dynamic atom probe (DyAP).  The DyAP will enable a new type of experiment 

that will be transformative to scientific research.  The development program is funded by the National 
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Science Foundation (NSF) through the Major Research Instrumentation program (MRI) award 

Number 1040456.
4
 

1.2 Research Objectives 

Based on the goals of the development program three research objectives were identified: 

i. Develop methodology for analysis of oxides in the atom probe.  The application of APT 

for analysis of oxides remains in its infancy due to the inherent challenge of analyzing 

low-conductivity materials; hence, foundational work is necessary to apply quantitative 

APT to a new class of technological relevant materials. 

ii. Determine the fundamentals of laser pulsed thermal transport in APT specimens.  After 

development of proper techniques for analysis of oxides, the effects of laser pulsing can 

be studied by analyzing the mass spectra.  The duration for the atomic scale phenomena 

studies in the dynamic atom probe experiments can be deduced from studying the thermal 

transport of oxides. 

iii. Hardware development and implementation for the DyAP.  The design, development and 

implementation of hardware required to ultimately perform a dynamic atom probe 

experiment is pursued.  The goal is to demonstrate an in-situ STEM and diffraction 

experiment. 

1.3 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation follows the guidelines required for a publication based thesis.  Therefore, 

following the introduction, Chapter 2 is dedicated to a background and literature review of previous 

relevant work, as well as the techniques employed in this research project.  Further information regarding 

the material systems analyzed in the course of the research is presented in the results chapters. 

Chapter 3 presents an explanation of the experimental design, which includes a justification for 

the materials selections.  First, an understanding of the sample preparation techniques and experimental 

conditions to analyze oxide materials in the atom probe was necessary.  In addition, optimizing the 

experimental conditions result in a better understanding of the mechanisms that allow for analysis of non-

conducting materials in the atom probe; and these illuminate the type of experiments that can be 

performed in the DyAP.  In addition, a detailed description of the methodology employed throughout the 

research work is described. 

Each result chapter, Chapter 4 through Chapter 7, presents published or soon-to-be published 

results from the development of the DyAP.  Experiments were approached in the sequence that was 

necessary to learn techniques and methodology to help in advancing the development program.  Results 

are presented as self-contained publications, or manuscripts, that have their own introduction, 
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experimental methods, results, discussions and conclusions.  Their relevance to the development program 

is discussed in the experimental design chapter (Chapter 3). 

Lastly, a summary of major findings during the research project, DyAP status and an outline for 

suggested future work are presented in Chapter 8. 

1.3.1 List of Publications 

A summary of all the publications resulting from this work are enumerated below: 

 “Thermal Effects on Mass and Spatial Resolution During Laser Pulse Atom Probe 

Tomography of Cerium Oxide”.  Published: R. Kirchhofer, M.C. Teague, B.P. Gorman, 

Journal of Nuclear Materials, 436 [1-3], 23-28 (2013) 

 “Quantifying Compositional Homogeneity in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 Using Atom Probe 

Tomography”.  To be published as a feature article in Journal of the American Ceramic 

Society, (March, 2014). 

 “Development of a Combined Atom Probe and Electron Microscopy Instrument”.  

Submitted to Review of Scientific Instruments, (March, 2014). 

 “Demonstration of a Dynamic Atom Probe Experiment Using Cross-Correlative Atom 

Probe Tomography and Transmission Electron Microscopy”.  To be submitted to Journal 

of Materials Research, (April 2014). 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

Section 2.1.2 in this chapter has been modified from a paper accepted as a feature paper for the Journal of 

the American Ceramic Society on March, 2014. 

Rita Kirchhofer,
a,b

 David R. Diercks,
c ,d

 Brian P. Gorman1,
c,e

 Jon F. Ihlefeld,
c,f

 and Geoff L. Brennecka
c, f

 

This chapter will present the characterization techniques employed in this research project.  

Emphasis will be given to microstructural characterization and crystallographic analysis using 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and nanoscale characterization using atom probe tomography 

(APT).  Additionally, the basic concepts necessary to understand the heat transfer and thermally activated 

transport kinetics in ceramic materials will be presented. 

2.1 Techniques for Characterization at the Nanometer Scale 

The high resolution techniques that can achieve sub-nanometer scale resolution are limited.  The 

most commonly available technique for structural and chemical characterization of materials is TEM.  

TEM is a high-resolution technique that allows imaging of thin specimens and provides information about 

composition, grain morphology, and crystal structure of the specimen.  TEM can achieve sub-Å 

resolution for structural information;
5
 however, spectroscopic techniques coupled with TEM have low 

chemical sensitivity on the order of 1 at.%—such as energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and 

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).  Conversely, APT offers chemical sensitivity that rivals the 

most sensitive techniques (in the range of ppm) coupled with high spatial resolution but lacks in 

providing reliable structural information for the material.  Most importantly, APT provides 3-D 

information of features contained within the specimen.  An introduction to both techniques and their 

application in this development program are presented in Section 2.1.1and Section 2.1.2. 

                                                 

a
 Primary researcher and author. 

b
 Graduate student, Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Colorado 

School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA. 
c
 Contributor and reviewer. 

d
 Research Professor, Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Colorado 

School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA. 
e
 Associate Professor, Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Colorado 

School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA. 
f
 Principal Member of Technical Staff, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, USA. 
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2.1.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy and Crystallography 

Conventional imaging in the TEM requires illuminating the specimen with a parallel beam of 

electrons and forming the image with the transmitted beam.  It is due to forward electron scattering that 

imaging and diffraction can be performed in the TEM.  The images produced in the TEM contain inherent 

information about the material’s chemistry and structure since differences in composition and 

crystallography will cause changes in the scattering of electrons, an example of which is shown in 

Figure 2.1.
3
  A dark field TEM (DF-TEM) micrograph of a bulk metallic glass, NiNbSn, atom probe 

specimen is shown in Figure 2.1a; the corresponding diffraction pattern for the amorphous material is in 

the inset.  Small regions of crystallization due to ion beam induced damage from the specimen 

preparation technique are also visible as bright spots on the specimen.  In dark field scanning TEM (DF-

STEM) the beam is converged so that a small probe is focused at the specimen plane and the scattered 

electrons are acquired.  Figure 2.1b shows a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM micrograph 

of the bulk metallic glass specimen.  From this image it can be determined if any composition variations 

are present.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1 (a) Dark field TEM image and corresponding selected area diffraction of an atom probe 

specimen, NiNbSn bulk metallic glass, showing regions of crystallization due to ion 

beam damage from preparation.  (b) STEM-HAADF image of the same specimen 

showing homogeneity of the phases.
3
  

 

As noted previously, the grain morphology and crystallographic information of a material can be 

obtained from TEM via electron diffraction.  The diffraction conditions in the TEM are dependent upon 

instrumental variables (e.g. the convergence angle, 2) and the specimen (e.g. thickness and orientation).  
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the dependence of the diffraction pattern generated on these parameters.  Thin 

specimens and small 2 produce spot patterns.  For specimens with greater thickness, Kikuchi patterns 

can be generated due to incoherently scattered electrons that are subsequently Bragg diffracted by the 

atomic planes, as in Figure 2.3.  The electron beam is converged so that a relatively large 2 is obtained.  

The electrons are scattered in all directions along the Kossel cone at an angle 2B.  At the points where the 

cone meets the detector a band is formed.  From the Kikuchi pattern, information about the 

crystallography of the specimen can be obtained. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.2 (a) Schematic showing the different parameters that affect the type of diffraction patterns 

produced in the TEM.  Small 2 and thin specimens produce a Kossel-Möllenstedt 

pattern, or spot pattern; whereas large 2 and thicker specimens produce a Kossel 

pattern.  (b) Representative diffraction patterns acquired under the conditions illustrated 

in (a).
6
 

 

The electron interaction volumes with the specimen are related to the specimen density, atomic 

mass, and the accelerating voltage of the electron beam.  For thin specimens in the TEM, higher 
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accelerating voltages (keV) reduce the interaction cross-section, due to the increase in the electron mean-

free path, and result in improved spatial resolution.  Low-keV imaging and diffraction can be performed 

in the TEM but a loss in spatial resolution is observed as well as an increase in incoherently scattered 

electrons that deteriorate the quality of the diffraction pattern.
6
  Challenges associated with TEM include 

limited sampling area and complex sample preparation especially for ceramic materials.  The theory and 

applications of the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) technique are explained in detail in the 

references.
6,7

  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3 Schematic showing the formation of Kikuchi patterns in the TEM due to Bragg reflection 

of incoherently scattered electrons.  (a) Interaction of the electron beam within the 

specimen, and (b) formation of the Kikuchi bands in the detector plane.
6
 

 

2.1.2 Materials Characterization Using Atom Probe Tomography 

The atom probe is roughly based on the field electron microscope developed by Müller in 1935.
8
  

Arguably the most significant advance in atom probe tomography (APT) hardware was introduced by 

Kelly, et al. in 2003 with the commercialization of the local electrode atom probe (LEAP
TM

) and 

subsequently laser-assisted APT.
9
  This section will introduce the reader to the theory of APT and the 
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many facets of atom probe analyses from an understanding of the theory, specimen geometric effects, 

data collection, as well as general capabilities and limitations of the technique  

In the most basic form, APT takes advantage of a localized high strength field applied to a needle 

shaped specimen with tip radius <100 nm to ionize the surface atoms.  The applied field is concentrated at 

the apex of the specimen and is on the order of 10
9
 Vm

-1
.  The specimen is placed under ultra-high 

vacuum (10
-11

 mbar) to decrease the background counts during analysis and at cryogenic temperatures, 

typically 20K to 100 K, to minimize surface atomic motion.  In the atom probe the strength of the field 

(F) is given by the applied voltage (V), the tip radius (r) and a constant (kf) termed the geometric field 

factor that has a range between three and eight
10

 but has been empirically determined to be ~3.3 for a 

local electrode atom probe (LEAP
TM

).  The relationship is described by Equation 2.1  

 

    
 

    
 

2.1 

 

A schematic of the LEAP specimen and detector arrangement is shown in Figure 2.4.  A baseline 

DC field is maintained on the specimen slightly below the threshold for field evaporation of the surface 

atoms.  Controlled field evaporation of atoms can then be induced by voltage pulsing, when an additional 

bias is introduced using the local electrode.  Ignoring tunneling, the field evaporation rate () of atoms, 

which can be controlled in the atom probe, is both a field and thermally activated process described by an 

Arrhenius equation (Equation 2.2).
9
  The atomic jump rate of attempts is , the potential barrier to field 

evaporation is QF, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin: 

 

         ( 
  

   
) 

2.2 

 

The ionic potential energy decreases as a function of escape distance; after the energy barrier is 

overcome, the ion is free to escape the surface of the specimen.
11

  The relationship between field and 

temperature for field emission of an atom has been shown to be approximately linear
11

 as depicted in the 

schematic in Figure 2.5.  In voltage pulsing mode the field ionization potential barrier can be overcome 

by increasing the field until QF is reached for a constant specimen temperature, this is the equivalent of 

moving vertically across the potential curve.  Controlled ionization via voltage pulsing requires that the 

specimens have high electrical conductivity (~100 S/cm) which is characteristic of metals or heavily 

doped semiconductors.
12
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Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of a local electrode atom probe showing the specimen in 

relation to the local electrode, detector, and final reconstruction of the collected ions for a 

field of view (FOV) of ~40 nm  

 

Alternatively, ionization can be caused by laser pulsing the specimen while a standing DC field is 

applied.  The laser imparts thermal energy to the specimen.  The field evaporation of an ion has a 

temperature dependence: the required field decreases as the temperature increases.
9,13,14

  This is the 

equivalent to moving horizontally across the field evaporation barrier, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, where 

the specimen bias is constant but the temperature changes.  In laser-assisted APT analysis, the 

evaporation event depends on the temporal temperature distribution at the tip and is therefore tied to 

thermal diffusivity and specimen geometry, which can make analysis of oxides particularly challenging 

(see Section 3.3 for detailed description of APT analysis of oxides).  In modern LEAP
TM

 instruments, 

laser pulsing is achieved using a UV laser (wavelength 355 nm) that is focused at the specimen apex and 

ultra-fast laser pulses (<10 ps) directed at the specimen.
12

  Post-field ionization of singly charged ions 

results in ions that are charged to a higher state (
+2

 and 
+3

), and this occurs shortly after field evaporation.  

The exact mechanisms of laser-assisted field evaporation and post-field ionization are subjects of debate, 

and more information can be found in other references.
9,14,15

  

The evaporation rate of ions is controlled by the voltage or laser pulses, and by keeping the 

evaporation rate low, e.g.  < 2 ions per 1000 pulses, it is possible to determine the evaporation sequence 

of the ions.  The atoms at the ledges on the apex of the specimen experience the highest field and have the 

lowest barrier to evaporation and therefore are field emitted from the specimen in sequence.  Compression 
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of the field results from the specimen geometry, with the shank angle being a significant factor.  It is 

assumed that the ions travel perpendicularly to the field lines until the detector is reached (Figure 2.6), 

thus the ions can be projected back to their original locations on the specimen surface.  Data collection is 

limited by the timing accuracy of the detector, which is the ability of the hardware to discern between hits 

that are close in time and space, and for modern LEAP
TM

 systems corresponds to <80 ps.
12

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The two mechanisms used for field evaporation of an atom at the apex of the specimen.  

The specimen can be either voltage pulsed above the theoretical evaporation potential of 

the atom, or laser pulsed thus increasing the temperature of the specimen and overcoming 

the evaporation threshold.  

 

The field emitted ions are collected in a position sensitive detector and the ion mass-to-charge 

state (m/q) is determined by their time-of-flight (TOF, t) over a known path length (d) at an applied 

voltage, as described in Equation 2.3: 

 

  
 

 
 

              

  
   

2.3 

 

where VDC and Vpulse are the baseline and pulsed applied voltages,  the pulse amplitude coupling factor, 

and a constant c = 1.93×10
-4

 used to convert the mass into atomic mass units (Da).
9
  Hence, the ion point 

of origin on the specimen and the ion type are known; these enable 3-D near-atomic scale characterization 

of a volume.  The atomic reconstruction is performed by assuming a point projection scheme from the tip 

of the specimen to the detector, which is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
16

  The flight path length (L) is known 
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and can be varied between 90 mm and 160 mm; similarly, the detector diameter is known, 76 mm.  The 

specimen geometric variables that are taken into account are the tip radius (R) and specimen shank angle 

().  An approximation of the projection angle of an ion to the detector is given by the Equation 2.4: 

 

        
√  

    
 

 
 2.4 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The point-projection scheme for determination of the atom positions in the specimen for 

a wide FOV instrument; a simplified representation of the Geiser protocol. 
16

  

 

Hence, the location of the ion on the detector (XD, YD) can be extrapolated back to its original 

location at the tip surface that is related to the take-off angle (’).  Additional factors used in the 

reconstruction include the image magnification (M) which is on the order of 10
6
, the image compression 

factor (ICF), and detector efficiency ().  The latter two are generally between 1-1.65 and 50%-65%, 

respectively, for the LEAP
TM

 system.  The z position is determined by progressively incrementing the 

depth based on the sequence of evaporation and atomic volume of each species present in the analyzed 

specimen.  Since the tip acts as the lens for the projection of the atoms, tip shape evolution affects the ion 

trajectories.  This issue is more pronounced when the retracting surface of the tip encounters interfaces, 

such as precipitates, grain boundaries, or layers of materials with different evaporation field.  The field 

factor (kf) is a geometric description of the electrostatic environment surrounding the atom probe 
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specimen.  Due to the changes in kf, the trajectory of the ions is altered which is not accounted for in the 

reconstruction and errors are introduced.  Detailed treatments of the current protocols used for atom probe 

data reconstruction can be found in several references.
9,16–20

   

Most importantly in reconstructing atom probe data, the typical user-selected variables include 

the atomic volume, ICF, and .  Using the default reconstruction values without corroborating 

information may lead to inaccurate reconstructions, but blindly changing variables will seldom result in 

accurate reconstructions; thus features of interest that may be present within the analyzed volume could 

be lost or distorted.  However, a couple of procedures can be employed to reduce the uncertainty and 

subjectivity in the reconstructions: 

i. Crystallographic poles and atomic planes in the reconstructions can be used to adjust plane 

spacing to match the correct value.  This is fortuitously the case when analyzing single crystal 

silicon and several metals; hence, the ICF can be adjusted to straighten the atomic planes, and 

the  can be adjusted to match the plane spacing.  In addition, it is possible to change the 

projection center for the ions and tune in the reconstruction parameters even further.  This 

process may have to be repeated until the correct values are obtained. 

ii. Features of known size and spacing, such as deposited layers, precipitates; etc. can also be 

used to increase confidence in results.  Once again, the first step is to try to reproduce the 

correct analyzed volume so the ICF can be adjusted.  As the geometry of the features of 

interest change, it is necessary to iterate changing the  and ICF.  In some cases, depending 

on the reconstruction method employed, kf may need to be changed from the default value 

(of 3.3 for a LEAPTM system).   

iii. Using correlative techniques with APT such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pre- and post-analysis also enables tuning of 

reconstruction parameters to produce more accurate acquisition volumes and reproduce 

known features of interest.  Current research efforts are being geared towards cross-

correlative techniques with atom probe tomography and development of instrumentation that 

couples both techniques.
2,4,21

 

The main advantage of APT as a technique for materials characterization is high spatial resolution 

coupled with high chemical sensitivity for local analysis.  The spatial resolution approaches 0.2 nm in the 

lateral directions and 0.04 nm in depth, which is on the order of or smaller than the lattice parameters for 

most materials.  With a FOV of about 100 nm across 
8
, the analyzed volumes are on the order of 10

7
 nm

3
, 

which correspond to acquisition lengths of 100 nm or more (in the z-direction or analysis direction).  This 

is highly dependent on specimen geometry and the evaporation field of the material.  For example, c-

oriented GaN nanowires with radii of ~50 nm and shank angles close to zero have been analyzed for 
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lengths greater than 2 um.
22

  Chemical composition sensitivity for bulk analysis is ~10 ppm depending on 

the number of counts and background levels.
23

  Furthermore, the unique advantage of atom probe over 

any other technique is in the detection and rendering of compositional features contained within the 

volume of the sample.  It is also possible to isolate each individual feature for detailed analysis including 

surface roughness measurement, chemical composition, composition gradients across interfaces, size and 

distribution of clusters—as demonstrated in this paper. 

However, APT is not without disadvantages that limit its applications as a standalone technique.  

In regards to data acquisition, a limiting factor for spatial resolution and chemical sensitivity is that the 

current detector efficiency is capped at 65 %.  This is a hardware limitation that results from the use of 

micro-channel plates to enhance the signal produced by each ion impacting the detector.  Thus a new 

detection system needs to be developed to solve this problem.
24

  Another limitation tied to detection of the 

ions is the peak overlaps due to similar mass-to-charge state ratios (m/q).  Fortunately, the isotopic ratios 

of the ions can be used to decompose the peaks and eliminate a great part of the uncertainties.  For 

example, O2
+
 overlaps with TiO

++
 and Zn

++
 (all peaks at around 32 m/q) and peak overlap can introduce 

uncertainties in the measurements of compositions.  Peak overlaps also occur in secondary ion mass 

spectroscopy (SIMS) and laser-assisted inductively coupled mass spectroscopy (LA-ICP MS); however, 

the detection efficiency of these techniques is about 0.1%.  Furthermore, analysis conditions, such as 

specimen base temperature, laser pulse energy, pulse frequency, etc. can greatly affect the data collected 

and, thus, the apparent composition measurements of the material; this effect is very pronounced in 

oxides and can result in off stoichiometry measurements if sufficient care is not taken during 

measurements and analysis. 

Finally, high mechanical stresses produced by the applied fields can result in high incidence of 

specimen failures because the field-induced stress in the atom probe is near the dielectric breakdown 

strength and mechanical strength of many materials.
15

  The implementation of laser pulsing even for 

analysis of metals reduces the occurrences since the applied DC field is lowered by 10% to 20%.  

Specimen preparation for ceramic materials remains a challenge because the use of a FIB is required and 

specimen throughput is fairly low.  Another disadvantage is that the sampling volume of atom probe 

specimens is small (~10
7
 nm

3
) and one specimen cannot be considered to be representative of a sample.  

Therefore, obtaining statistically significant values is time consuming. 

2.2 Previous Work on Characterization of Oxides via Atom Probe Tomography and Cross-

Correlative Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Since the implementation of laser pulsing in the atom probe it has been possible to analyze low 

electrically conductive (high-dielectric constant) materials.  In recent years, the focus has turned to 

analysis of oxides but the field remains undeveloped and only a limited amount of information can be 
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found.  Successful analysis of oxides, such as aluminum oxide
25

, cerium oxide
26,27

, zirconia/spinel
28

, iron 

oxide
29

 magnesium oxide
30–32

, etc. has been performed in the atom probe.  Other ceramic materials 

including III-V semiconductors
22,33,34

 and carbides
35

 have also been successfully studied using the 

technique. 

Early work focused on determination of the appropriate run conditions for analysis by measuring 

the mass-resolving power (MRP), background counts, and the effects of laser wavelength, polarization, 

and the specimen base temperature on those parameters. 
26,36

  Optimization of the experimental conditions 

were achieved and was concluded that that UV lasers with polarization parallel to the tip apex were the 

most effective in the materials that were studied.  However, issues with the technique remain, especially 

due to the field emission behavior of atomic species under inhomogeneous laser illumination.  Uneven 

heating of the tip and the consequent changes in the field distribution (due to shape effect and temperature 

changes) cause preferential evaporation of ionic species.
33

  Several researchers have investigated these 

effects
13,37,38

 and they remain a challenge when analyzing oxides.  

All of the information discussed above about effectiveness of the technique has been derived 

from looking at the quality of the mass spectrum; nevertheless, the 3-D reconstructions of the analyzed 

volume remain subject to large errors.  The use of correlative techniques to validate/verify APT is 

extremely powerful.  In particular TEM can be used to improve the accuracy of reconstructions; an 

example of which is shown in Figure 2.7.  The usefulness of the combined application of TEM and APT 

has been previously demonstrated.
3,21,39

   

 

 

Figure 2.7 Cross-correlative TEM/APT of a CMOS specimen showing a STEM HAADF image 

(left) and atom probe reconstruction of the analyzed volume (right).
21
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The benefits of TEM prior to APT are: (1) Verification that a feature of interest is contained 

within the specimen, (2) measurement of tip radius, shank angle, layer spacing, etc., (3) direct 

measurement of d-spacing, crystal structure, and crystallographic orientations, and (4) post-APT analysis 

to determine the analyzed volume.  Furthermore, using the features contained within the specimen it is 

possible to improve our understanding of the atomic evaporation sequence and aid in perfecting the atom 

probe reconstructions. 

2.3 Thermal Conductivity of Insulating Materials 

For laser pulsed analyses, the field evaporation of ions in the atom probe is controlled by heat 

dissipation from the apex of the specimen to the bulk.  Ideally a laser pulse during an experiment would 

raise the temperature of the specimen to allow for only a single ion (or ionic cluster) to escape the surface 

of the tip.  This process takes only picoseconds to occur.  Therefore, atomic diffusion at the surface of the 

specimen is mitigated, although atomic rearrangement is known to take place.
40

  Laser pulsing a specimen 

with different laser powers/energies has effects in the mass spectra, as shown in Figure 2.8 for gadolinium 

(Gd) doped cerium oxide.  Increased tails in the mass spectrum (at higher mass-to-charge ratios) for 

50.4 mW versus 10.0 mW show that the time window for field evaporation is increased as well.   

 

 

Figure 2.8 Mass spectra for a Gd doped cerium oxide specimen analyzed in the atom probe using 

different laser powers.
26

  Increasing the laser power results in increase of thermal tails in 

the mass spectra which is indicative of more heating of the specimen.  
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To have a better understanding of the heat diffusion and laser effects in the atom probe, the 

thermal conductivity of materials needs to be known.  Data at temperature ranges from cryogenic 

temperatures to above room temperature, and certainly at temperatures greater than the Debye 

temperature (D), are desirable.  However, the relationship between the temperatures reached by the 

specimen due to the laser absorption is extremely complex and arriving to at a numerical solution is 

difficult since many of the parameters are unknown.  This relationship is given in Equation 2.5: 

 

  ∫         [
       
  

(     )  
       

 

   
(      )]

    

  

       2.5 

 

The terms in the equation are the lattice heat capacity (CL), linear laser absorption coefficient (), 

two photon absorption coefficient (), laser intensity (Ilaser), laser pulse duration (pulse), band gap of the 

material (Eg), and the photon energy (ħ.12
   

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity (C) and thermal conductivity (K) of cerium 

oxide are shown in Figure 2.9.
41

  Thermal conductivity is related to the heat capacity as       ⁄  and 

increases with temperature up to D.  Heat conduction at low temperatures in bulk pure materials is 

dominated by boundary scattering (following a T
3
 relationship).  In the peak conductivity/diffusivity 

regime point defects contribute to phonon scattering and reduce heat conduction.  At high temperatures 

phonon-phonon scattering (Umklapp scattering) dominates and a rapid decrease in conductivity is 

observed with a T
-1

 dependence.
42–46

   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2.9 Thermal property data for cerium oxide showing in (a) the specific heat and (b) thermal 

conductivity from 5 K to 1870 K.
41
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It should be noted that the thermal data that is usually available corresponds to bulk specimens so 

the same behavior may not be representative of the thermal conductivity of the material at the nanometer 

scale (discussed in the next section).  It should also be considered that some dielectric materials have 

great thermal conductivity at low temperatures; for example, alumina has greater thermal conductivity at 

its maximum (T = 30 K) than copper.
45

  Hence the behavior of all materials is not the same across 

temperatures. 

2.3.1 Effects at the Nanometric Scale 

At the nanometer scale, boundary scattering and defect scattering dominate the heat conduction.  

Moreover, as noted above, at low temperatures (T<D) boundary and point defect scattering will have the 

greatest effect on conductivity; some studies have suggested that boundary scattering is the only 

mechanism limiting heat conduction at temperatures <4 K.
43,47,48

  However, lattice defects and isotope 

differences contribute to phonon scattering and decrease the effectiveness of the heat transfer.  Lattice 

defects include vacancies and interstitials that are commonly ceramic materials.   

The phonon mean-free path can exceed the specimen diameter (~100 nm) at temperatures where 

all phonon modes have not been activated to cause Umklapp scattering.  So it follows that sample size has 

a direct correlation with thermal conductivity.  Therefore boundary scattering limits the heat transfer, as 

represented by the relationship in Equation 2.6: 

 

    
 

 
    2.6 

 

where l is the mean free path of the phonons, C is the heat capacity and  the phonon velocity.  

The equation can also be expressed as        and l < D is the sample diameter.  At low temperatures 

(~10 K) only C varies with temperature and it is proportional to T
3
.
45,46,48

  Heat dissipates radially from 

the location where the laser impinges on the specimen.  Due to the small tip diameter (< 200 nm) heat 

transfer from the laser side across the tip (left image) since the tip diameter is orders of magnitude smaller 

than the length.  The heat transfer along the tip axis (right image) as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
13
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Figure 2.10 Schematic of the heat transfer across an atom probe tip under laser illumination.  The heat 

is first dissipated from the laser side (left) and then along the tip axis, or shank (right).  
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS 

Section 3.3 in this chapter has been modified from a paper accepted as a feature paper for the Journal of 

the American Ceramic Society on March, 2014. 

Rita Kirchhofer,
g,h

 David R. Diercks,
i,j
 Brian P. Gorman1,

i,k
 Jon F. Ihlefeld,

i,l
 and Geoff L. Brennecka

i,l
 

This chapter provides an overview of the experimental design and methodology used in 

approaching the development of the dynamic atom probe (DyAP).  The experimental design includes the 

approach used in atom probe studies, a description of the materials selection, and ultimately a description 

of a DyAP experiment used for validation of the system.  The experimental methods present additional 

information on the procedures employed and/or developed for the experiments involving APT, while 

detailed information on specimen preparation and experimental methods are provided in the results 

chapters. 

3.1 Experimental Design 

The goals outlined for the development of the DyAP require not only hardware design and 

implementation but also development of novel techniques for analysis of challenging materials in the 

atom probe.  The first goal of the program involved developing a methodology for analysis of oxides.  

This would aid in the current understanding of the fundamentals of laser pulsed thermal transport in the 

atom probe, which is the second goal of the development program.   

As noted previously, only a limited amount of work has been conducted on the analysis of high-

dielectric constant (and low-conductivity) materials using atom probe instruments.  Therefore, different 

oxide systems were used to study the effect of laser pulsing in the atom probe.  These materials were used 

in order to develop the appropriate run conditions for analyzing oxides in the atom probe.  The effects of 

instrumental variables, such as laser pulse energy and specimen base temperature, were explored as part 

of the work.  Using the data acquired from the atom probe experiments on oxides, the effect of laser 

pulsing can be studied from the mass spectra.  Due to the slow thermal transport, the oxides are highly 
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sensitive to thermal effects from the laser.  In addition, the laser absorption in the material is dependent on 

several factors such as band gap (Eg), crystallography, and the specimen geometry, all of which are 

discussed further as part of the results chapters.  The time frames for performing the dynamic atom probe 

experiments (heat/cooling times, transport kinetics, etc.) can be deduced from observations of the 

behavior of oxide systems in the atom probe. 

The design and implementation of hardware required to ultimately perform a dynamic atom probe 

experiment is ongoing.  The goal is to demonstrate an in-situ STEM and diffraction experiment using a 

model material system where a time-temperature controlled phase transition is induced by laser heating 

and observed using diffraction.  Details on the hardware can be found in Chapter 7. 

3.1.1 Analyzed Materials  

A list of all materials analyzed in the course of the experiments is presented in Table 3.1.  The 

oxides varied in preparation techniques from bulk sintered pellets to thin film samples produced by 

different techniques.  Additional information on the sample preparation can be found in the chapters 

presenting the results of the analysis of each system.  Each specimen was acquired for the research 

program from different collaborators and specimen preparation was not performed by the author. 

Cerium Oxide (CeO2) is used in the nuclear industry as a surrogate material for mixed uranium-

plutonium oxide (MOX) due to similar thermal properties.  Therefore it was chosen for analysis in the 

atom probe and the results laid the ground work for analysis of the first irradiated MOX fuel in 

collaboration with Idaho National Laboratory.  The PZT bulk and thin films samples, PNZT, and PLZT 

were selected to study the behavior of ferroelectric/piezoelectric and complex oxides in the atom probe.  

The samples were analyzed following the methodology developed in the prior work and used to 

determine the atomic scale homogeneity of the ferroelectric oxides in collaboration with Sandia National 

Laboratories.  The TCO on -Alumina samples were selected as a model material system for 

demonstration of the dynamic atom probe experiment; details of which are provided in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.2 Modeling the Laser Induced Temperature Changes in Atom Probe Specimens 

Modeling of the time dependent temperature changes of an atom probe specimen during laser 

pulsing was achieved using COMSOL, a Multiphysics finite element analysis software package.  The 

model was developed by Dr. David R. Diercks
m
 and adapted for use with the material systems that have 

been studied as part of this degree program.  Using the COMSOL model it is possible to quantify the 

changes in temperature across an atom probe specimen as a function of time.  A time-temperature profile 

                                                 

m
 See footnote “C”. 
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for an exemplar atom probe specimen is shown in Figure 3.1.  Some of the model assumptions and 

parameters are listed below: 

 Laser is represented by a Gaussian pulse, both spatially and temporally 

 Laser Pulse Width (pulse at FWHM) =10 ps 

 Laser Absorption (photon) = 1 (100 %) 

 The laser center impingeson the specimen at the apex (black star in the schematic in 

Figure 3.1) 

 Laser Spot Size(FWHM) = 1 m 

 Specimen Base Temperature: variable  

 Tip Radius: variable  

 Shank Angle: variable  

 

Table 3.1 – Oxide samples analyzed in the atom probe. 

Material Composition Type Substrate Processing Preparation 

Ceria CeO2 Bulk - Sintered Pellet Polished 

Cross-section 

PZT 53/47 Pb1Zr0.53Ti0.47O3 Bulk - Sintered Pellet Pellet 

PZT 52/48 

on Pt/Ti 

Pb1Zr0.52Ti0.48O3 Thin 

Film 

Pt/Ti/SiO2 Spun Films - 

PZT 52/48 

on Pt/ZnO 

Pb1Zr0.52Ti0.48O3  Pt/ZnO/SiO2 Spun Films - 

PLZT Pb0.88La0.12Zr0.70Ti0.30O3 Bulk - Sintered Pellet 

PNZT Pb0.976Nb0.024Zr0.52Ti0.48O3 Bulk - Sintered Pellet 

-Alumina Al2O3 Single 

Crystal 

- - - 

TCO
§
 Zn0.70Mg0.29Ga0.01O Thin 

Film 
-Al2O3 PLD

†
 - 

  
§ 

TCO: Transparent Conductive Oxide. 

† 
PLD: Pulsed Laser Deposition. 

 

Figure 3.1 shows not only the time dependence of the specimen heating but also the change in 

temperature across the specimen.  The color of each curve corresponds to a location across the apex of an 

atom probe tip as shown in the inset of the figure.  The model was performed using 20 K for the specimen 

base temperature, 10 pJ as the laser pulse energy, tip radius of 68 nm, and shank angle 10°.  The thermal 

model assumes 100 % laser absorption, which is not necessarily the case for ceramic materials with band 

gaps greater than the photon energy.  However, information about the field emission behavior of species 
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can be derived from the relative changes in the temperature across the tip.  The thermal model indicates 

that a steep thermal gradient develops across the specimen diameter and that significant heating is 

induced on the side of the specimen that first encounters the laser pulse (i.e. the right side as drawn in the 

figure).  The thermal gradient can vary by several hundred degrees, depending on the material properties.  

Moreover, time required to achieve thermal equilibrium in the specimen can be correlated to the time a 

specimen is above the threshold for field evaporation.  From the model, the estimated time is in the range 

of a few hundred picoseconds (ps).  One side of the specimen is above that potential for an increased 

period of time.  The previous observations match the experimental data that shows the formation of 

thermal tails in the mass spectrum of oxides.
26

  The effects of uneven laser heating and the intrinsic 

difficulties in determining the absorption mechanisms during an atom probe experiment are further 

discussed in Section 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Time-temperature dependence of one representative atom probe specimen subjected to 

one laser pulse (pulse ≈ 10ps) at different locations across the tip (as shown in the inset).  

The specimen base temperature is 20 K, laser pulse energy 10 pJ, tip radius 68 nm, and 

shank angle of 10°. 

 

The effect of changing the laser pulse energy, while maintaining all other parameters constant is 

demonstrated in Figure 3.2.  The changes in temperature at three locations across the specimen (locations 

of temperature maximum, the tip apex, and temperature minimum) are plotted as a function of time (in 

ps).  For a specimen subjected to one 10 pJ laser pulse a temperature gradient of about 500 K could  
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Figure 3.2 Time-temperature dependence of an APT specimen subjected to different laser pulse 

energies, 10 pJ versus 0.1 pJ, at different locations across the tip.  The specimen base 

temperature is 20 K, tip radius 68 nm, shank angle 10°. 

 

develop, while the specimen pulsed at 0.1 pJ may only develop a thermal gradient of 25 K.  Most notably, 

the thermal model suggests that the specimen subjected to a 10 pJ laser pulse will return to the base 

temperature of 20 K from the maximum temperature of ~635 K within 4000 ps (<5 ns) of the laser pulse 

impinging at the specimen apex.  Similarly, for a 0.1 pJ laser pulse the specimen, the base temperature is 

reached again within 5 ns, although the maximum temperature reached was only 42 K.  Therefore, field 

evaporation of ions is likely to be more evenly distributed across the specimen analyzed using a laser 

pulse energy of 0.1 pJ than 10 pJ since the specimen is near the same temperature (as illustrated by 

Figure 2.5).  Furthermore, since the specimen will decay to a temperature of ~25 K in 500 ps for a 
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0.1 pJ/pulse energy versus 200 K for a specimen subjected to at 10 pJ/pulse energy.  Therefore, the 

window for field evaporation is reduced.   

From this thermal model it is possible to determine the temperature required for thermally 

assisted field evaporation of ions by comparing the results of the model with the mass spectrum acquired 

for a material in the atom probe.  Figure 3.3 shows the time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrum for a 

representative ZnMgO:Ga specimen.  The time the specimen remains at a temperature that is sufficient to 

allow for field evaporation of Mg
2+

ions (~24 m/q) is about 4.1 ns; this was determined by measuring the 

peak width at full-width tenth-maximum (FWTM).  Therefore, by comparing the thermal model to the 

TOF spectrum of ZnMgO:Ga it is possible to determine that laser pulsing at time intervals of 1 s (for a 

laser pulse frequency of 1 MHz) does not overheat the specimen.  In other words, after a single laser pulse 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Time-of-flight (TOF, in ns) mass spectrum for a ZnMgO:Ga specimen showing that the 

time window for field evaporation of 4.1 ns at 24 m/q (Mg
2+

) at full-with tenth-maximum 

(FWTM).  The data was acquired at 100 pJ/pulse laser pulse energy and 50 K for the 

specimen base temperature. 
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reaches the specimen, it returns to the base temperature before the next laser pulse is incident on the 

specimen.  Therefore, the base temperature does not continue to increase between laser pulses; rather, the 

thermal profile shown in Figure 3.2 is repeated for each laser pulse incident on the specimen. 

3.1.3 The Dynamic Atom Probe Experiment 

In the dynamic atom probe experiment, electron diffraction can be conducted concurrently with 

laser pulsing during the atom probe analysis; this can be performed when the standing field is not applied 

to the specimen for atom probe analysis.  As shown from the thermal modelling, the specimen cooling 

from the maximum temperature achieved during laser pulsing to the base temperature translates to a 

quench rate on the order of 10
9
 Ks

-1
.  Once the physical processes are probed with the electron diffraction 

and “frozen in” due to rapid quench rates, atom probe tomography can be completed.  The laser pulsing 

can be performed at a rate up to 1 MHz (time interval between pulses is 1 s) using a pulse width of 

~10 ps.  Subsequent atom probe analysis then reveals the kinetics of phase transformations, or 

crystallization.  A demonstration dynamic atom probe experiment exhibits the reaction of PLD deposited 

ZnMgO:Ga with -Al2O3 to form spinel (with nominal composition (Mg,Zn)Al2O4). 

In order to carry out the dynamic experiment, it is necessary to align the electron beam, specimen 

and detector to record diffraction patterns (DPs).  A secondary electron micrograph of a specimen from a 

silicon pre-sharpened micro-tip (PSM) array positioned in alignment with the local electrode aperture is 

shown in Figure 3.4.  Monitoring tip shape evolution during an APT experiment is also possible with the 

current electron column and detector set up. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.4 Specimen in alignment with the local electrode inside the analysis chamber of the 

development unit.  (a) Shows the silicon pre-sharpened micro-tip (PSM) array, and (b) a 

higher magnification image of the boxed region in (a) showing a specimen aligned with 

the local electrode aperture. 
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An aluminum TEM specimen was used for alignment of the electron column with the local 

electrode.  Figure 3.5 shows a first attempt at obtaining DPs in the development unit using an accelerating 

voltage of 25 keV under two different beam conditions for B = [111̄].  The diffraction pattern obtained 

with a strong L2 lens and weak L1 lens (Figure 3.5a) has a small beam spot and higher convergence angle 

(2) so broad spots are obtained in the DP.  Using a strong L1 lens and weaker L2 lens, a more parallel 

beam at the specimen, although the beam is focused on the specimen plane, can be obtained and the 

pattern shows well defined spots (Figure 3.5b). This is due to the beam arriving at the specimen with a 

wider spot size.  These instrument conditions can be compared to Figure 2.2.  Diffraction patterns can be 

used for phase identification.  The crystal structure and lattice d-spacing are measured from relative 

distances and angles between diffraction spots using the relation given in Equation 2.1.  In a dynamic 

atom probe experiment, DPs can be acquired prior to laser irradiation for determining the initial crystal 

structure.  Thermal pulsing with the laser can result in phase changes.  If present, these changes can be 

monitored with the acquisition of DPs synchronously with laser pulsing.   

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.5 Diffraction patterns of an aluminum specimen obtained at 25 kV accelerating voltage 

under two different beam conditions for B = [111̄].  (a) Using a weak condenser lens (L1) 

lens and (b) using a stronger condenser lens but weak objective lens (L2) showing better 

defined spots in the pattern. 

 

Ex-situ examination of atom probe specimens can be performed currently.  However, slow 

turnaround times and risk of specimen loss make the widespread application of correlative techniques 

impractical.  A practical application of the combined ATP/TEM instrument in development is in-situ 
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monitoring of specimens during atom probe experiments.  This application is discussed further in 

Chapter 6. 

 

                  
3.1 

 

3.2 Experimental Methods  

The experimental procedures for specimen preparation and analysis using TEM and APT are 

presented in the next few sections.  Specimen preparation is performed using a dual beam FIB-SEM, and 

the samples are analyzed in the TEM pre- and post-APT to aid in performing the data reconstruction.  

Detailed descriptions of the procedures employed for experiments applicable to each goal of the project 

are present in the results chapters.  The following section aim to provide information that is not contained 

in those chapters. 

3.2.1 Specimen Preparation 

The specimens were prepared for analysis in the TEM and APT using either an FEI Co. Quanta 3-

D or FEI Co. Helios NanoLab 600i dual beam FIB-SEM equipped with an OminiProbe AutoProbe 400 

nano-manipulator.  The use of a FIB-SEM allowed for preparation of site-specific TEM and atom probe 

specimens.  

Prior to FIB specimen preparation the samples were mounted and polished, if needed, and 

sputtered coated with gold to reduce charging during the preparation process.  The atom probe specimens 

were made following standard preparation techniques, which are described in great detail in the 

references.
49–51

  Briefly, Figure 3.6 shows a few steps of the specimen preparation process.  First, a wedge 

shaped chunk of material, 3 m in width and at least 30 m long, is obtained from the sample.  Then, 

small sections are attached onto the specimen holder and the specimens are sharpened into needles using 

annular patterns.  The standard wedge lift-out technique could not be employed in all cases so a modified 

lift-out was developed.  The modified specimen employed a thick TEM lift-out, 3-5 m in width and 10-

15 m tall, that was subsequently sliced into chunks and sharpned into needles. 

3.2.2 Cross-correlative Transmission Electron Microscopy and Atom Probe Tomography 

Although the atom probe is unsurpassed in its ability to provide 3-D information about buried 

features and interfaces, the challenge remains in performing accurate reconstructions.  Hence, APT 

specimens were analyzed in the TEM pre- and post-APT whenever possible.  The incidence of specimen 

failures made it difficult to perform post-APT analysis in all cases, which is especially true for the 

ferroelectric/piezoelectric PZT specimens analyzed as part of this research program.  Prior to APT 
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analysis, the specimen tip radius, sphere-to-cone ratio (rs/rc), and shank angle were measured.  Figure 3.7 

shows a representative specimen indicating initial tip radius (rs), cone radius (rc), shank angle, and final 

tip radius (rf). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3.6 Schematic showing some steps in the preparation of APT specimens: (a) FIB milling of 

the wedge and lift-out process; (b) the TEM/APT compatible specimen holder and copper 

grid used for specimen mounting; (c) a small chunk of the wedge attached on the copper 

grid using Pt deposition prior to FIB sharpening; and (d) a representative sharpened APT 

specimen. 

 

As noted in the background chapter, the aims of correlating the TEM images to the atom probe 

data are: (1) verifying that features of interest have been captured during the analysis and (2) 
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determination of the specimen geometry.  In cases where post-APT imaging of a specimen was not 

possible due to failure during analysis the reconstruction parameters obtained from a similar specimen 

were used for reconstructions.  The integrated electron column in development for the DyAP will allow 

for in-situ monitoring of the tip shape evolution.  Hence, reconstruction parameters can be adjusted 

continuously during the acquisition to reduce errors.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 TEM micrograph of a representative APT specimen, TCO on -Al2O3, showing the 

measurements performed pre- and post-APT analysis in the TEM.  The initial tip radius 

(rs), cone radius (rc), shank angle, and final tip radius (rf) can be measured directly from 

the images. 

 

TEM analysis was performed in a Phillips CM200 TEM or an FEI Tecnai F30 operated at the 

maximum accelerating voltage.  A custom made Hummingbird TEM holder compatible with the 

Compustage design of the CM200 and F30 microscopes was employed for the correlative technique.  The 

holder consists of removable precision machined end effector, shown in Figure 3.8, that can be transferred 

to an atom probe puck holder.  This allows for handling of the specimens without having to handle the 

copper grids directly.  Detailed information about the hardware developed for cross-correlative TEM can 

be found in the references.
2
   

3.3 Development of Atom Probe Experiments on Oxides 

Attempting to analyze highly electrically insulating specimens in the atom probe using voltage 

pulsing alone inevitably results in rapid specimen failure.  For this reason, atom probe analysis of most 

oxides and materials with high dielectric constants remained out of reach until the integration of laser 
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pulsing systems into the 3-D atom probes.
14

  As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the mechanism of field 

evaporation by laser pulsing in the atom probe is considered to be thermal pulsing
8,9,12,13

, whereby the 

temperature of the specimen is raised enough to allow for field evaporation of the surface atoms under a 

baseline DC field.  Although our understanding of field induced evaporation of oxides continues to 

progress, a full description of the mechanisms has not yet been achieved.  Part of this discussion is also 

applicable to materials with high permittivity and other insulating materials which face similar challenges 

for analysis in the atom probe.  The following discussion presents a brief overview of the challenges and 

opportunities in atom probe analysis of oxides 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Custom designed Hummingbird TEM holder with APT compatible end effector. 

 

3.3.1 Laser Absorption 

Because a theoretical understanding of the mechanism of field emission for oxides is lacking, the 

phenomenological study of different oxides helps illuminate the variables that affect the evaporation 

behavior in the atom probe.  Previous studies have determined that these include intrinsic material 

properties such as band gap energy (Eg) and thermal diffusivity, as well as other factors such as 

crystallographic orientation, defects and surface states, instrumental variables (laser pulse energy, 

temperature, etc.), and overall specimen geometry, which have a great effect on the quality of analysis 

that can be achieved in the atom probe.
52,53

  

The laser energy absorption of a material is dependent on Eg, but absorption of sub-band gap 

energy photons certainly occurs in the atom probe given that the maximum photon energy of the lasers in 

commercially available atom probe systems is ~3.3 eV.  The most notable example is that it is possible to 

analyze Al2O3 (Eg ~9 eV).
25

  Therefore, other mechanisms must be assisting in laser absorption during 

atom probe analysis.  It has been suggested that photoionization, surface states and defects due to Ga 

damage from FIB milling, and the Franz-Keldysh effect contribute to laser absorption.
12,54,55

  However, 
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conclusive proof of absorption mechanisms have not been demonstrated.  To further our understanding, 

finite element models are being developed to understand the complexity of the field and laser matter 

interactions in atom probe specimens.
56,57

  Ultimately, it is known that absorption mechanism are not only 

dependent on Eg. 

3.3.2 Instrumental Variables in the Atom Probe 

Next, we turn our attention to the instrumental variables that can be controlled in an atom probe 

analysis.  The greatest effects arise from the laser pulse energy employed in the acquisition.  Ceramic 

materials are generally poor thermal conductors at room temperature and in many instances at analysis 

temperatures.  It has been demonstrated that increasing the laser pulse energy increases the peak 

temperature reached by the specimens therefore the thermal conductivity of materials is poor.  Higher 

laser pulse energies also increase the time that a specimen is at elevated temperatures, which in this case 

are temperatures greater than ~150 K (as a comparison, base specimen temperatures of 20 K-100 K are 

typically used for analysis of oxides).
58,59

  Therefore, heat dissipation from the tip of the specimen to the 

bulk occurs slowly and the specimens remain at relatively high temperatures for prolonged periods of 

times (~150 ps).  This result in a longer field evaporation window, as compared to high thermal 

conductivity materials that are laser pulsed in the atom probe.  Furthermore, the heat transfer from one 

side of the atom probe specimen to the other is dependent upon the intrinsic materials properties, and 

inhomogeneous heating of the tip occurs during laser pulsing, as illustrated in the schematic in 

Figure 3.9.
22,60

   

Laser pulse energy affects specimen yield, formation of ionic clusters, and multiple detector hits; 

it ranges for a LEAP
TM

 4000X,  = 355 nm system are between 1 fJ and 1 nJ per pulse.  Furthermore, 

laser pulse energy is the single most important variable in the atom probe for controlling the measured 

stoichiometry of oxides.  This is due to the laser heating on one side of the specimen that yields 

preferential evaporation and localized surface migration of atoms on one side of the tip.  Also, the 

formation of neutral (and therefore undetected) species such as O2 and N2 may contribute to the loss of 

measured stoichiometry in areas of high temperature and low field. 

3.3.3 Effects on the Mass Spectrum 

Peak broadening in the mass spectrum and field evaporation of ionic clusters (such as PbO
+
, 

PbO2
+
, etc.) have been observed in oxides. as a function of increasing laser pulse energy is observed in 

oxides.  Figure 3.10a shows the 32 m/q for PZT 53/47 acquired with two different laser pulse energies.  

The peak broadening is easily quantified by determining the mass resolving power (MRP) of a given peak 

using the full-width half-maximum value (FWHM).  Figure 3.10b shows the relationship between the 

measured MRP at FWHM and the laser pulse energy for analysis of bulk PZT 53/47 using the 32 m/q for 
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the O2
+
/TiO

++
 peak, and as a comparison the MRP determined for CeO2 at 78 m/q for the CeO

++
 peak and 

for -Al2O3 for the 13.5 m/q peak corresponding to Al
++

.  The highest intensity peaks from the mass 

spectra of the different materials was used to determine the MRP at different laser pulse energies.  The 

general trend that has been observed for materials in the atom probe is that the MRP values increase as 

the laser pulse energy is reduced, which is most pronounced in the data for CeO2 (red).  However, 

background counts also increase, but a reduction in the number of multiple detector hits with increased 

laser pulse energy is observed.  Previous work has attributed the increase in multiple hits to dissociation 

of ionic clusters post field emission.
27

  The MRP should be optimized in order to achieve the highest 

chemical sensitivity for ionic species that may have similar m/q values, for example Fe, Cr, and Ni.  Peaks 

overlaps, when m/q is the same for two ionic species, cannot be resolved in the mass spectrum even with 

improved MRP.  These effects are deleterious for determining the correct material composition since high 

background counts mask low-count peaks, and increased multiple hits contribute to loss of sensitivity in 

the detector (see Section 2.1.2 for further explanation). 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Finite element model of an atom probe specimen showing the temperature distribution 

due to the laser heating from one side.  The simplified model assumes a specimen base 

temperature of 40 K and, complete laser absorption at the specimen apex.  Localized 

surface diffusion of atoms near the apex could occur, as indicated by the red arrow. 

 

Due to the intrinsic differences in material properties of each oxide, every new material in the 

atom probe requires a calibration of the instrumental variables that yield the best results for analysis.  

Assuming that it is desired to obtain the correct stoichiometry of both the cations and anions in the 

material, the specimen base temperature and laser pulse energy can be varied in a systematic manner to 
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produce curves showing the oxygen stoichiometry as a function of the laser pulse energy, an example of 

which is shown in Figure 3.11.  The effect of laser heating can be demonstrated by quantifying the change 

in the measured oxygen content of CeO2 (nominal oxygen content 66.7 at.%) and -Al2O3 specimens 

(nominal oxygen content 60.0 at.%).  The nominal composition is indicated by the dotted line at “0” and 

the relative change is plotted against the laser pulse energy used for acquisition.  A deficiency in 

measured oxygen content as much as 15 at% is observed with increase in laser pulse energy for CeO2. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.10 (a) Representative mass spectra for PZT 53/47 acquired using two different laser pulse 

energies, 1 pJ and 100 pJ, and the same specimen base temperature.  Peak broadening can 

be observed in the mass spectra at higher laser pulse energies.  (b) The mass-resolving 

power for PZT 53/47, CeO2 and -Al2O3 at different laser pulse energies.  In general,at 

higher laser pulse energies peaks in the mass spectrum broaden due to thermal lag and the 

MRP decreases. 

 

Inhomogeneous heating of the specimen due to laser impingement on one side of the atom probe 

specimen is expected (Figure 3.9), and finite element modeling of the temperature changes across a 

specimen have been presented elsewhere.
12,22

  The effect of the uneven laser heating can be observed by 

the field evaporation behavior of oxygen also shown in Figure 3.12.
27

  These measurements were 

performed in three ways: first the ions corresponding to the entire cross section of the specimen were 

selected (Whole Specimen); then only the ions acquired on the laser side of the specimen were used for 

analysis (Laser Side); and lastly, the side opposite side to the laser impingement side was used (Opposite 

Side).  The measured oxygen content on the laser side of the specimen is lower than the side opposite the 
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laser.  This indicates that loss of oxygen due to surface diffusion and consequent field evaporation of 

neutral species is affecting the anion measurement.  Increased surface diffusion can be expected on the 

laser side; moreover, lower electric fields are expected on the laser side thus contributing to the formation 

of neutral O2 species that cannot be detected. 

Further complications in the analysis of oxides in the atom probe arise from diffusion of species 

due to laser pulsing under an applied field.  It was demonstrated that surface mobility of atoms increases 

during thermal pulsing,
33

 and that this phenomenon can be associated with the loss of detection of atoms 

due to formation of neutral species, such as oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2).
22,54

  When the atom probe run 

conditions are optimized to obtain the correct anion/cation ratio, the uncorrelated evaporation of low field 

species (such as Pb in PZT) and the loss of detection from evaporation of neutral species is reduced.  It 

should be noted that in addition to the effects mentioned above, the composition measurements are also 

affected by lattice defects, such as vacancies, and by the ion assignment to the peaks in the mass spectrum 

during data analysis.   

 

 

Figure 3.11 Changes in oxygen content in CeO2 and -Al2O3 (-Alumina) using different laser pulse 

energies for the data acquisition.  Nominal composition is indicated by the dotted line at 

“0”. Oxygen content was measured using the entire specimen cross-section.
27

. 

 

Atomic species identification in the atom probe is performed by time-of-flight (TOF) mass 

spectroscopy.  Therefore, when different ions have close to the same mass-to-charge state (m/q), a peak 

overlap in the mass spectrum can occur; this occurrence was mentioned briefly in Section 2.1.2.  The 

most common peak overlap for oxides occurs between O
+
 and O2

++
 at 16 m/q.  In titanates such as PZT an 

overlap between TiO
++

 and O2
+
 at 32 m/q also occurs.  Ion assignment is performed by taking into 
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consideration the isotopic ratio of each element; this yields reasonably accurate composition 

measurements, but a loss in spatial information is inherent.  Specimen geometries with larger tip radii 

show less ionic clustering, surface diffusion, decreased multiples generation, and have better mass 

resolving power than smaller radii specimens.
61

  Conversely, higher applied fields are required for field 

emission, and this may lead to premature specimen failure.   

 

 

Figure 3.12 Deviation in oxygen content in CeO2 from the nominal composition (66.67 at% indicated 

by the dotted line at “0”) using different laser pulse energies for the data acquisition.  The 

oxygen content was measured using the entire specimen cross-section, or by selecting 

only the side of laser impingement or the opposite side.
27

 

 

Other factors that should be taken into consideration to obtain experimentally accurate data from 

atom probe tomography of oxides are outlined in the next few paragraphs.  The acquisition variables that 

may be adjusted are the laser pulse frequency, detection rate, and specimen base temperature.  The laser 

pulse frequency (usually between 50 kHz and 1000 kHz) influences the quality of the mass spectrum.  

Slower pulsing rates typically result in higher background counts as there is more “dead time” between 

detected ions.  However, fast pulsing can result in rates that exceed the TOF of some species and cause 

wrap-around, a term used to describe a situation in which a second pulse is incident on the specimen (and 

the TOF clock resets) prior to all of the species from the previous pulse reaching the detector and, thus 

resulting in ion events being assigned an incorrectly short TOF.  In this case, peaks at unusual m/q 

positions are observed in the mass spectrum and the pulse frequency can be adjusted accordingly. 

The detection rate (0.1% -10%) affects the applied voltage and voltage ramp rate, controls the 

total analysis time, and impacts the background counts in the mass spectrum.  The typical method of 
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analysis by current commercial systems uses the detection rate to provide feedback for adjusting the 

applied bias to the specimen.  That is, the bias is continually adjusted (while the laser energy is static) to 

maintain a set detection rate.  Higher detection rates result in lower background counts, hence better 

signal-to-noise ratio, due to a decrease in uncorrelated evaporation events.  Conversely, higher applied 

bias values to achieve higher detection rates can lead to specimen failures.  Typical detection/evaporation 

rates for oxides are between 0.2% and 0.5%.   

Specimen base temperature, ranges from 20 K to 100 K, affects the propensity for surface 

migration of atoms under the applied field, formation of ionic clusters, production of multiple hits, and 

loss of mass resolving power.  Therefore, specimen base temperature have a noticeable effect on 

composition measurements.  Experiments performed on CeO2 and -Al2O3 have shown that formation of 

ionic clusters increases with an increase in specimen base temperature.
27

  The effect can be observed in 

the data presented in Figure 3.13.  Background counts were calculated for a TOF of 384.5 ns, which 

corresponds to the 32 m/q peak and this peak is present in all oxides analyzed thus far.  For a given 

material with all other analysis conditions constant, background counts increase as the base temperature is 

higher; clearly shown in the CeO2 data acquired at 20 K (black circles) versus the acquisitions at 70 K 

(black squares).  However, the trend is not obvious for -Al2O3; data acquisition was performed at 20 K 

(blue circles) and 50 K (blue triangles) for laser pulse energies between 1 pJ and 1000 pJ.  A comparison 

of the background counts in CeO2 and -Al2O3, show a decrease at higher laser pulse energies and this is 

consistently observed in all oxides. 

To conclude, atom probe tomography of oxide materials is still in its infancy.  There remain 

aspects, such as the absorption mechanism(s), that are unclear.  Also, there are several analytical variables 

which may affect the quality and/or accuracy of the data which are still unexplored for most oxides.  In 

particular, the determination of the correct composition/stoichiometry in oxides can be challenging in the 

atom probe and fine tuning of the analysis conditions are required for each material.  However, the APT 

technique remains unchallenged in its ability to couple high compositional sensitivity with sub-nanometer 

scale resolution.  Therefore it can achieve results for oxides that are difficult or impossible by other 

characterization methods, such as: (1) composition measurements at and across grain boundaries; (2) 

compositions of nano-scale precipitates; (3) local quantitative oxygen concentration; and (4) cluster 

analysis (as demonstrated in Section 5.5.2).   
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Figure 3.13 Background counts for CeO2 (data shown in black) and -Al2O3 (blue data points) shown 

as function of the laser pulse energy for different acquisition temperatures, 20 K, 50 K 

and 70 K.  Background counts were calculated for a time-of-flight of 384.5 ns (32 m/q).  

The background levels decrease at lower specimen base temperatures and as the laser 

pulse energy is increased. 
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CHAPTER 4: THERMAL EFFECTS ON MASS AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION DURING 

LASER PULSE ATOM PROBE TOMOGRAPHY OF CERIUM OXIDE 

This chapter presents the results of the atom probe characterization of cerium oxide.  The results were 

published in Journal of Nuclear Materials on January, 2013.
 n
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4.1 Abstract 

Cerium oxide (CeO2) is an ideal surrogate material for trans-uranic elements and fission products 

found in nuclear fuels due to similarities in their thermal properties; therefore, cerium oxide was used to 

determine the best run condition for atom probe tomography (APT) of nuclear fuels.  Laser-assisted APT 

is a technique that allows for spatial resolution in the nm scale and isotopic/elemental chemical 

identification.  A systematic study of the impact of laser pulse energy and specimen base temperature on 

the mass resolution, measurement of stoichiometry, multiple detector hits, and evaporation mechanisms 

are reported in this paper.  It was demonstrated that using laser-assisted APT stoichiometric field 

evaporation of cerium oxide was achieved at 1 pJ laser pulse energy and 20 K specimen base temperature.  

4.2 Introduction 

The increasing demand for cost effective green energy has led to a renewed interest in nuclear 

energy, including the commercialization of fast breeder reactors (FBR’s).
62,63

  In order for FBRs to 

become economically competitive with current light water reactors (LWR’s) the average burn-up of fuel 

assemblies in an FBR will need to exceed ~150 GWd/tHM (~15% FIMA).
64

  A secondary reason for 

interest in FBR’s is in their potential to “burn” or transmute long-lived transuranic isotopes contained in 

spent nuclear fuel produced by the current fleet of LWR’s.
63,65

  Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel consisting of (U, 

Pu)O2 is a promising fuel for use in FBR’s but its performance at high burn-up is not well understood.  

The distribution of fission products within the fuel element is necessary to understand the performance at 

higher burn-ups.  Atom probe tomography can provide spatial resolution in the nm-range and 
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isotopic/elemental data of the distribution of fission products within irradiated fuel that cannot be 

obtained from any other current analytical technique.
9
  Due to the difficulty in handling and making 

irradiated MOX fuel samples a graded approach to developing appropriate atom probe techniques was 

selected.  Cerium oxide (CeO2) can be used as a surrogate material for trans-uranic elements found in 

nuclear fuels and the fission products present post-irradiation due to similarities in their thermal 

properties; therefore, it was selected for initial parameter studies on the atom probe.
66

 

Only a limited amount of experience running insulating ceramic materials in the atom probe 

exists.
25,26,29,31,35,67

  It is generally accepted that a thermal event from the laser pulse causes localized 

heating of the tip due to the absorption of the laser and assists in field evaporation by reducing the field 

needed for field emission of ions.
9,29,68,69

  Laser-assisted APT is strongly influenced by the absorption 

characteristics of the material (e.g. band gap); the physical mechanisms of field emission in wide band 

gap materials are not fully understood but the interaction of the laser with the nm-sized specimen results 

in field emission.
25,68,69

  Previous work on ceramics has resulted in time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrum 

data with poor mass resolving power at different laser energies and wavelengths.
25,31,67

  The reported mass 

resolving power (m/m) in Ref. 8 was between 450 and 490.  It was also demonstrated that correct 

stoichiometry for the specimen could be obtained but that that the laser pulse energy had a great effect, 

while the specimen base temperature affected the signal-to-noise ratio.  Correct stoichiometry was 

obtained for the specimens reported in Ref. 8 however, the mass spectrum ranging protocol was not 

explained and atom probe tomography data is highly sensitive to assigned ranges
25

; furthermore, the 

treatment of the 16 Da peak, which can be assigned as the O
+
 ion and/or the O2

++
 cluster, was not detailed 

in the referenced work.  Good mass resolving power is critical to perform quantitative analysis of 

complex systems such as irradiated fuel that have overlapping peaks in the mass spectra.  In order to 

accurately determine the chemical composition and internal structure of a sample in the atom probe, it is 

necessary to find run conditions that yield even evaporation of ionic species and minimize surface 

diffusion, which increases spatial resolution. 

An investigation of optimal running condition was required to understand the field evaporation 

behavior of cerium oxide as a surrogate for MOX fuel. A systematic study of the impact of laser pulse 

energy and specimen base temperature on the mass resolution, measurement of stoichiometry, multiple 

detector hits during a single evaporation pulse, and evaporation mechanisms are reported in this paper. 

4.3 Experimental Set Up 

Atom probe specimens were prepared from a bulk sample of cerium oxide with a dual-beam FEI 

Quanta 3-D FEG using a standard wedge lift-out technique and annular milling patterns to create the 

specimens.
50

  The cerium oxide specimens were mounted onto a copper mesh grid that had been sectioned 
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and each post pre-thinned in the dual-beam.
2
  The specimens were placed on a TEM/APT compatible 

holder that allows for cross-correlative analysis between the TEM for imaging, and the atom probe for 

elemental characterization.
2,3,21,50

  The atom probe specimens were prepared in such way that the tip 

radius was between 48 nm and 68 nm and shank angle of ~25° was obtained for more efficient heat 

transfer from the tip to the bulk of the specimen. TEM images were acquired in an FEI Tecnai F30 or a 

Phillips CM200 transmission electron microscope. TEM micrographs of a representative atom probe 

specimen before and after analysis are shown in Figure 4.1.  The tip radius and shank angle measurements 

were performed from the TEM micrographs of the specimens. 

Laser-assisted APT was performed in a Cameca LEAP 4000X HR or LEAP 4000X Si system 

equipped with a UV laser (wavelength 355 nm) and spot size less than 1 m.  The HR system used for 

these experiments has a detection efficiency of approximately 37%, while the Si system has a straight 

flight path and higher detector efficiency at 57%.  The mass resolving power of the HR set up is greater 

than for the Si system.  The laser energy was adjusted between 1 pJ and 1000 pJ per pulse at 100 kHz 

laser pulse rate for a specimen base temperature of 20 K; the laser energy was set at 1 pJ, 10 pJ, and 

100 pJ per pulse for specimen base temperatures of 70 K using 100 kHz laser pulse rate as well. 

  

 

Figure 4.1 (a) Overlay of two transmission electron micrographs of a representative cerium oxide 

atom probe specimen shown pre- and post-atom probe field evaporation, and (b) the 

corresponding reconstruction from the atom probe data shown at the same scale. 
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Data analysis was performed using Cameca IVAS
TM

 v.3.6.2 software.  For the composition 

analysis all the runs were manually ranged at full-width tenth maximum (FWTM) of the peak (the 

intensity of each peak was determined and the upper and lower bounds for the ranges were set at 10% of 

the maximum counts) for the decomposition analysis of the mass spectrum.  Peaks with intensity less than 

1% of the full intensity of the highest peak (usually O2
+
) were not manually ranged but the software 

automatically assigned ranges to the identified ions or ionic clusters.  Isotopic peak overlap was minimum 

due to the simple mass spectrum of the binary oxide. However, the oxygen peak at 16 Da was ranged as 

both the O
+
 ion and the O2

++
 cluster for the decomposition analysis presented in this work in order to 

obtain the correct stoichiometry for the oxide.  The ionic fraction of O
+
 and O2

++
 is determined 

automatically by IVAS in the decomposition analysis and it depends on the charge state ratio (CSR) of 

the O
+
 (16 Da) and O2

+
 (32 Da) peaks in the mass spectrum, which is discussed with more detail in 

Section 4.4.3.  The peak-to-background ratio for the 78 Da peak was at least 1000:1 and a global time-of-

flight based background correction algorithm was chosen, which is built into the analysis software. 

Atom probe data reconstruction was performed from the TEM micrographs using the “tip profile” 

function in IVAS, where a TEM image of the needle shape specimens is loaded on the software and the 

analysis volume is reconstructed according to the shape of the tip (radius increase with shank angle).  Un-

ranged events are not included in the reconstruction. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Results pertaining to the atom probe tomographic analysis of cerium oxide is presented in the 

next sub-sections.  The effect of laser pulse energy and specimen base termperature on the stoichiometry, 

background counts, and field emission of ionc species are investigated and reported. 

4.4.1 Laser Energy and Temperature Effects on Mass Resolving Power 

A representative mass spectrum of the bulk cerium oxide is shown in Figure 4.2 and was obtained 

using a base temperature of 20 K and 1 pJ laser pulse energy; the most abundant ions and clusters 

observed during the analysis have been labeled.  The presence of hafnium oxide (HfO2, HfO) was also 

observed at concentrations below 1 at%; it should be noted that hafnium is commonly present as an 

impurity in cerium oxide so low concentration of the element is not unexpected. 

The effect of laser pulse energy on the mass spectra of cerium oxide is shown for comparison in 

Figure 4.3; the spectra was acquired at 20 K for the specimen base temperature and varying the laser 

pulse energy between 1 pJ and 1000 pJ.  The intensity of the peaks in the mass spectra has been 

normalized to the CeO
++

 peak (78 Da) in all the conditions except for the run performed using 1000 pJ 

laser energy, which is normalized with respect to the CeO
+
 peak (156 Da).  The effect of laser pulse 

energy on the charge state ratio for the CeO
++

/CeO
+
 clusters is clear from the changes in the intensity of 
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the peaks in the mass spectra; the CSR decreases with increase in laser pulse energy.  The field 

evaporation of CeO2
+
 declines as the laser pulse energy rises; at 1000 pJ evaporation of O

+
 and O2

++
 is 

negligible and only the CeO
+
/CeO

++
 clusters are being field evaporated.  The reduction in detection of 

oxygen rich clusters (CeO2
+
, HfO2

+
, and O2

+
) may be attributed to surface diffusion of oxygen, which 

binds to another oxygen atom and is lost as a neutral (non-ionized) species
70

, as discussed again in 

Section 4.4.3.  Another possible cause is due to field evaporation of oxygen from the heating of the tip by 

the laser that results in field emission for a longer duration between pulses.  Loss of mass resolving power 

is observed by the peak broadening due to the enlargement of the thermal tails in the mass spectra.  The 

thermal tails result from field emission of ions after the maximum temperature induced by the laser pulse 

is reached and is a consequence of the low thermal diffusivity of the oxide.  For higher laser pulse 

energies, a higher specimen temperature is achieved to enable field evaporation under the applied fields 

so longer thermal tails are observed in the mass spectrum.  The opposite is true at low laser energies, 

which results in increased mass resolving power.
68

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Mass spectrum of a cerium oxide used for the experiments obtained at 20 K specimen 

base temperature and 1 pJ laser energy.  Note that Hf was present in the sample at 

concentration below 1 at%, which is commonly found as an impurity in cerium oxide.  

Some minor peaks are not labeled for clarity. 
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Figure 4.3 Mass spectra of the cerium oxide specimens obtained at different laser energies showing 

the change in the field evaporation of clusters.  The counts of the spectra were normalized 

to the intensity of the CeO
++

 (78 Da) peak, except for the specimen run at 20 K and 

1000 pJ that was normalized with respect to the CeO
+
 (156 Da).  The normalized peak 

was set as the 100% intensity peak.  Some minor peaks are not labeled for clarity. 
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The effect of laser energy and specimen base temperature on the mass resolving power of the 

cerium oxide is shown in Figure 4.4.  The mass resolving power for the specimens run in the reflectron 

system was determined for the CeO
++

 peak (78 Da) for a field of view (FOV) of 50-100 nm at full width 

half-maximum (FWHM) and full width tenth-maximum (FWTM) for all specimen base temperatures and 

laser energies.  The mass resolving power was determined to be m/m > 1000 at FWHM for specimens 

analyzed using laser energies less than 250 pJ; it was observed that the mass resolving power deteriorates 

when the laser pulse energy exceeded 250 pJ.  Additionally, m/m > 400 at FWTM for m/n = 156 Da 

(CeO
+
 peak) for laser energies below 100 pJ.  It is clearly shown that mass resolving power (m/m) 

improves at low laser energies, which is due to reduction in thermal tails in the mass spectra (Figure 4.3) 

while higher specimen base temperatures contribute to a rise in the background noise that reduces the 

spectral resolution.
26

  In the case of the bulk cerium oxide, the mass resolving power is not of great 

concern since peak overlap owing to the presence of other elements is minimal.  However, it can be seen 

in the mass spectrum in Figure 4.2 that the different isotopes of cerium are distinguishable in the 

specimen tested at 20 K and 1 pJ laser energy; hence the application of APT for the analysis of nuclear 

fuels is potentially very valuable.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Mass resolving power (m/m) for the most intense peak in the mass spectra at full width 

half-max (FWHM) and full width tenth-max (FWTM) for experimental conditions using 

different specimen base temperatures and laser energies.  The mass resolving power was 

determined for the CeO
++

 peak, except for the mass spectrum acquired using 1000 pJ 

laser energy since the most intense peak was CeO
+
 (156 Da). 
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4.4.2 Cluster and Multiple Hits 

Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between the percentages of multiple hits detected and laser 

energies for all specimen base temperatures and laser energies used for testing.  The data indicate that the 

higher percentage of multiples at lower laser energies is due to the relatively high field applied to the tip 

for emission of complex ions/clusters.  That is, the clusters are dissociated by the high electric fields and 

detected as multiple detector hits.  The fraction of multiples detected dropped at higher specimen base 

temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Percent of multiple detector hits as a function of laser energy (1-1000 pJ) for different 

specimen base temperatures.  The fraction of multiple hits drops with the laser pulse 

energy at a constant test temperatures due to the reduction in the applied field. 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the mass spectra for single hits only, and multiple hits only for the specimens 

tested at 20 K. The relative intensity of the oxygen (O
+
 and O2

++
) and CeO

+
/CeO

++
 clusters are also 

shown.  It was observed that the relative fraction of O2
+
 clusters detected increases with laser pulse energy 

up to 100 pJ per pulse and decrease for higher laser pulse energies; at 1000 pJ per pulse the peak is not 

present at all.  This may be due to a higher number of evaporated molecular clusters that break apart 

under the field, as evidenced by the relative increase of the O2
+
 and Ce

+++
 peaks in the mass spectrum. It is 

possible that these ions dissociate after field emission owing to the strong electric fields around the tip at 

low laser pulse energies.
33

  However, for the specimen tested with laser pulse energy of 1000 pJ, 

evaporation of O2
+
 clusters was not detectable above the background noise level as either single or 

multiple hits.  Conversely, the intensity of the O
+
 (16 Da) peak decreased at higher laser energies, 

indicating that a substantial contribution to the counts at 16 Da are due to O2
++

 ions (16 Da).  The singly-
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charged charge state is favored at higher laser energies
71

, which is evident from the changes in the mass 

spectra in Figure 4.3 where the CeO
+
 peak is most intense at 1000 pJ laser energy.  Across all laser 

energies, field emission of Ce
+++

 was observed as a “multiple” detector hit that increased with laser 

energy.  The relative fraction of field evaporated clusters increases with the input of thermal energy from 

the laser pulse; hence, evaporation of clusters/complex ions rises with laser energy but the percentage of 

multiples shows the opposite trend, which is due to the high fields needed for evaporation that break apart 

clusters before hitting the detector. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6 Relative intensity of (a) single hits and (b) multiple hits for the oxygen (O
+
, O2

++
, and 

O2
+
) and CeO

+
 and CeO

++
 clusters.  The signal was normalized with respect to intensity 

of the CeO
++

 peak, except for the data of specimen tested at 1000 pJ that was normalized 

with respect to the CeO
+
 peak.  The evaporation of the O2

+
 clusters was not detectable 

above background when a 1000 pJ per pulse laser energy was used, which resulted in 

incorrect stoichiometry of the field evaporation of ions. 

 

4.4.3 Composition Analysis 

The bulk atomic composition was determined in order to find experimental conditions that 

resulted in correct stoichiometry for the cerium oxide without compromising mass resolving power and 

specimen yield.  The results of the atomic decomposition are summarized in Table 4.1.  Correct 

stoichiometry, 66.7 at% O and 33.3 at% Ce, was achieved for specimens tested using laser pulse energy 

of 1 pJ and 20 K for the specimen base temperature; a CSR of CeO
++

/CeO
+
 of 40 was determined for this 

run condition.  However, changing the specimen base temperature did not have a significant effect on the 
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measured sample stoichiometry.  The specimen run at 70 K and 1 pJ showed the lowest mass resolution at 

FWHM/FWTM and higher fraction of multiple hits representing the least ideal condition for composition 

analysis. Figure 4.7 shows the effect of the peak decomposition using different ionic assignments (O
+
 

versus O
+
 and O2

++
) for the 16 Da peak.  As can be seen better stoichiometry was achieved when the 

16 Da peak was assigned ranges corresponding O
+
 and O2

++
 ions.  As noted previously, the contribution 

of the O2
++

 ions to the peak is evident in the change of the CSR with laser pulse energy, which indicates 

that the 16 Da peak must be assigned both ionic ranges for O
+
 and O2

++
 ions. 

 

Table 4.1 - Composition of the cerium oxide specimens obtained with different experimental conditions.  

The correct stoichiometry was achieved at low laser energies and the lowest specimen base temperature 

tested. 

Energy 

(pJ) 

20 K 50 K 70 K 

O 

(at.%) 

Ce + Hf 

(at.%) 

O 

(at.%) 

Ce + Hf 

(at.%) 

O 

(at.%) 

Ce + Hf 

(at.%) 

1 66.73 

± 0.01 

33.36 

 ± 0.01 

66.23  

± 0.03 

33.77  

± 0.05 

68.39 

± 0.01 

31.61  

± 0.01 

10 62.41 

± 0.01 

37.59  

± 0.03 

67.57  

± 0.15 

32.43  

± 0.03 

66.22  

± 0.01 

33.78  

± 0.03 

100 62.81 

± 0.00 

37.19  

± 0.02 

61.79  

± 0.04 

38.21  

± 0.05 

65.83  

± 0.01 

34.17  

± 0.03 

250 60.21 

± 0.01 

39.79 

± 0.03 

- - - - 

1000 49.43 

± 0.00 

50.57  

± 0.03 

- - - - 

 

 

Loss of detection of one ionic species, and as a result loss of stoichiometry from known values, 

can be attributed to preferential evaporation under the applied field; this phenomenon is more pronounced 

at low laser energies and an increase in background noise is observed.
33

  The cerium oxide data presented 

in this work showed the opposite trend.  The stoichiometry of the oxide is lost at higher laser energies 

while the background noise level decreased, as illustrated in Figure 4.8 for the data obtained at 20 K 

specimen base temperature.  Hence, using laser pulse energies higher than 1 pJ results in loss of detection 

of oxygen; however, the oxygen does not seem to be field evaporating uncorrelated to the laser pulses 

because the background noise level is lower at the conditions where stoichiometry is lost.  Therefore, the 

oxygen ions appear to be sublimating as a neutral species, likely an O2 molecule that is not detectable 

since it lacks a charge.  It should be noted that sublimation data for oxygen in cerium oxide at pressures 

and temperatures in the range of the analysis chamber (in the order of 10
-11

 Torr) is not readily available. 
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Figure 4.7 Measured oxygen content for the cerium oxide at different laser energies for specimen 

base temperature of 20 K. The oxygen peak at 16 Da was ranged as either O
+
 only (dotted 

line), or as both O
+
 and O2

++
 (solid line) for the composition analysis. The best 

composition was obtained using the latter ionic ranges (O
+
 and O2

++
) for the oxygen peak 

at 16 Da. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Background counts in ppm for the cerium oxide specimens analyzed at different laser 

pulse energies and using a specimen base temperature of 20 K. The background counts 

decreased with laser pulse energy indicating a loss of detection of the evaporated ions, 

possibly due to the loss of the oxygen as a neutral species. 
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Additionally, the homogeneous evaporation of ions across the volume of the needle shape 

specimen is important in order to obtain stoichiometric results for the composition analysis of the sample.  

The homogenous field emission of species across the tip indicates that surface diffusion of ions (such as 

oxygen ions and clusters) is reduced and that better spatial resolution can be obtained in the atom probe 

reconstructions.  Figure 4.9 shows 2-D concentration maps for different species at the experimental 

condition that yielded the best composition (per Table 4.1).  The field evaporation of the O2
+
 was not  

 

 

Figure 4.9 2-D concentration maps showing the relative distribution of ionic clusters (using a 

thermal color gradient, where the red color indicates the highest frequency of evaporation 

events) across the specimen for the conditions that yielded the best stoichiometric 

evaporation of ions. The laser pulse was incident with the specimen at the lower left 

corner of each plot. Note that evaporation of O
+
/O2

+
 ions was not even across the 

specimen, while field evaporation of CeO
+
/CeO

++
 clusters was more homogeneous. 
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homogenous across the tip geometry and preferential evaporation of the O2
+
 cluster was observed away 

from the laser side of the specimen which is illustrated by the relative changes in composition across the 

tip from the laser side to the side opposite the laser shown in Figure 4.10.  The inhomogeneity of the 

evaporation of O2
+
 is possibly resulting from the inhomogeneity of the electric field at the surface of the 

tip due to crystallographic differences of the specimens that result in changes in the composition at the 

surface of the terminating atomic planes.  The field evaporation of CeO
+
/CeO

++
 clusters were observed to 

be more homogenous across the tip at low laser pulse energies regardless of the specimen base 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Measured oxygen content for the cerium oxide on the laser side of the specimen, or 

opposite from the laser side, shown for different laser energies and for a specimen base 

temperature of 20 K. The oxygen peak at 16 Da was ranged as both O
+ 

and O2
++

 for the 

composition analysis; the best composition was obtained using the latter ionic ranges. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

Using laser pulsed APT, it was shown that it is possible to produce stoichiometric field 

evaporation of cerium oxide at different temperatures for low laser pulse energies.  The correct 

stoichiometry of the oxide was obtained for 1 pJ per pulse laser energy and 20 K as the specimen base 

temperature for a CeO
++

/CeO
+
 CSR of 40.  Lower laser pulse energies are preferable to reduce the 

inhomogeneity in evaporation of ionic clusters across the tip; in this work the lowest laser pulse energy 

used was 1 pJ but lower pulse energies can be employed in current atom probe systems.  Higher laser 

energies produced mass spectra with large thermal tails that result in decreased mass resolving power.  

Increasing the laser energy increases the fraction of larger and complex ions (CeO2
+
, O2

+
, CeO

+
, etc) that 
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are field emitted from the atom probe specimen.  The percentage of multiple hits decreased with 

increasing laser energy, which may be due to lower applied voltages required for field emission and fewer 

clusters dissociating after field evaporation.  Inhomogeneous field evaporation of the ions was observed 

and it is likely due to a crystallographic effect, the effect was minimized using low laser pulse energies 

thus reducing the peak temperature induced by the laser pulse.  The spatial resolution improves at lower 

laser energies since surface diffusion of mobile species is minimized due to lower temperatures reached 

by the sample during laser pulsing. 
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CHAPTER 5: QUANTIFYING COMPOSITIONAL HOMOGENEITY IN Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 USING 

ATOM PROBE TOMOGRAPHY 

This chapter has been modified from a paper accepted as a feature article for the Journal of the American 

Ceramic Society on March, 2014. 

Rita Kirchhofer,
u,v

 David R. Diercks,
w,x

 Brian P. Gorman1,
w,y

 Jon F. Ihlefeld,
w,z

 and Geoff L. Brennecka
w,z

 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Atom probe tomography (APT) is a powerful materials characterization technique capable of near 

atomic scale chemical and spatial resolution.  However, owing to a number of factors the technique has 

not been widely applied to insulating materials and even less to complex oxides.  In this study we outline 

the methodology necessary to obtain high quality results on a technologically relevant complex oxide 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (or PZT) using laser assisted APT on both bulk and thin film specimens.  We show how, 

with optimized and well controlled conditions, APT complements conventional techniques such as 

STEM-EDS.  The correlative information can be used to obtain the nanoscale 3-D chemical information 

and investigate the nanoscale distribution of cations.  Using nearest neighbor cluster analysis routines, 

5 nm to 10 nm segregation of B-site cations was detected in bulk sintered PZT 53/47 from chemically-

prepared powders.  No statistically significant segregation of B-site cations was observed in thin film 

specimens.  This work opens new avenues toward understanding the process-structure-properties in 

complex materials at length scales heretofore unachievable. 

5.2 Introduction 

Perovskite ferroelectric oxides such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT), are used in capacitors, 

piezoelectric transducers, and memory devices, among other applications.
72–74

  Many of the most 

important piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials systems take advantage of performance improvements 

observed at compositions near a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB).  The strong relationship between 
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composition and most physical properties in the proximity of such MPBs means that even slight 

variations in local chemistry can have dramatic effects on the overall properties of the material.  In PZT, 

for example, the crystal structure changes from rhombohedral (R3m) on the Zr-rich side of the MPB to 

tetragonal (P4/mmm) on the Ti-rich side of the MPB with the presence of an intervening monoclinic (Cm) 

phase field reported to exist from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures.
75–79

  Perfect chemical 

homogeneity is often assumed in these systems, but local segregation of Ti and Zr could result in changes 

in the symmetry and have dramatic influence on the global properties.  Coexistence of tetragonal and 

rhombohedral domains has been demonstrated and possibly attributed to compositional inhomogeneities 

within a grain.
72,80,81

  Atomic scale analysis of PZT will aid in understanding the connection between local 

composition and to electronic and electromechanical properties.  The goal of this work is to demonstrate 

atomic scale chemical analysis of PZT using laser-assisted atom probe tomography (APT). 

APT is a characterization technique that can analyze the 3-D distribution of atoms within a 

specimen with chemical sensitivity approaching ppm and resolution at the nanometer scale.
82

  A more 

detailed introduction to APT is presented in Section 2.1.2.  Although the analyzed volumes are small 

(10
7
 nm

3
 range), a 3-D map of the spatial distribution of the atoms can be created at scales where other 

techniques such as conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) fail.  Additionally, APT has the 

advantage over analytical electron spectroscopy techniques due to quantitative light element analysis at 

the atomic scale, oxygen being of particular interest in the current study to determine the correct oxide 

stoichiometry.  Atom probe analysis of oxide materials with low electrical conductivity has recently been 

performed using laser-assisted APT and successfully demonstrated on materials such as aluminum oxide, 

cerium oxide, zinc oxide, magnesium oxide, and other simple oxides.
13,23,25–27,29–32,35,83,84

  Unfortunately, a 

common trend is observed in these materials: a significant deviation from cation/oxygen stoichiometry, 

presumably due to specimen overheating and corresponding loss of neutral oxygen from the specimen.  

Accurate atomic scale analysis of oxides requires careful evaluation of the experimental parameters 

involved in laser assisted atom probe.  In no small part because of these challenges, APT analysis of 

complex oxides, with two or more cations, has not been reported to date. 

Quantification of elemental nearest neighbors of a selected atom is possible in the atom probe 

reconstruction via spatial distribution mapping, use of a pair correlation function, Markov chain analysis, 

or cluster analysis using binomial distribution routines.
52,85–90

  These statistical techniques have been 

applied in metal alloys
11,90,91

 and elemental clustering in irradiated reactor pressure vessel steels has also 

been reported.
88

  However, to date, cluster analysis on complex oxides has not been demonstrated.  

In this work, APT compositional profiling of PZT ferroelectric oxide samples consisting of bulk 

PZT 53/47 (Pb1Zr0.53Ti0.47O3) and thin film PZT 52/48 (Pb1Zr0.52Ti0.48O3) deposited on platinized silicon 

substrates are presented.  This work not only establishes that APT analysis of complex oxides is possible, 
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but identifies previously unreported local B-site clustering in chemically-prepared PZT ceramics, a 

finding that is directly relevant to ongoing discussions of the near-MPB symmetries and phenomenology 

in this system.
75,79,81,92–95

  

5.3 Experimental Procedure 

Bulk PZT 53/47 samples were made from chemically-prepared powders that were produced using 

an oxalate-based co-precipitation route
96

 from Pb(OAc)4, Zr(OBu)4, and Ti(OiPr)4 precursors (all from 

Aldrich) followed by calcination at 900 °C for 6 h.  A 0.5% Pb excess was added to compensate for PbO 

volatility during processing.  The calcined powder was attrition milled using stabilized ZrO2 media, and 

then 1 vol.% of polyvinylacetate-based binder was mixed with the powder.  Pellets 12.7 mm in diameter 

were formed under 100 MPa of uniaxial pressure and further consolidated under 200 MPa of isostatic 

pressure.  Sintering was performed at 1250 °C for 3 h in air using a double crucible set-up with PZT 95/5 

burial powder to minimize Pb loss.  The thin film PZT 52/48 samples were spun from solutions made 

using a hybrid chelate method described in detail elsewhere 
97–99

 with 20 % excess Pb.  In brief, Zr(OBu)4 

and Ti(OiPr)4 precursors were mixed and chelated with acetic acid (HOAc), with methanol (MeOH) used 

to adjust molarity.  Pb(OAc)4 was then dissolved into the solution at 90 °C, and additional HOAc and 

MeOH were added upon cooling.  The films were spun onto platinized Si substrates (100 nm Pt/40 nm 

adhesion layer/400 nm SiO2/Si) for 30 s at 4000 rpm, followed by pyrolysis at 350 °C for 1 min. after 

each layer was deposited.  Two different adhesion layers were used for the Pt metallization on the SiO2/Si 

substrates, either titanium (Ti) metal or zinc oxide (ZnO).  Finally, the samples were crystallized in a pre-

heated furnace at 700 °C for 10 minutes, resulting in a final crystallized film thickness of ~350 nm. 

Table 5.1 shows the nominal composition of each analyzed specimen.  The global composition of 

the bulk PZT 53/47 specimen made from chemically prepared powders was quantified using energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for chemical identification, as well as X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

Raman spectroscopy to confirm the phase present at this composition near the MPB.  .  The results were 

compared to a known bulk PZT 53/47 specimen and found to be in good agreement as shown in the XRD 

line pattern in Figure 5.1.
76,77,100–103

  The small shoulder in the (200) reflection observed from XRD may 

be indicative of a small amount of the tetragonal phase (space group P4/mmm) present in the material.  

Polarization-electric field measurements for the bulk PZT specimen are shown in Figure 5.2a.  Measured 

values for the remanent polarization for bulk PZT 53/47 (Pr = 25.1 C/m
2
) and coercive field 

(Ec = 6.0 kV/cm), are typical of compositions near the MPB.  A full characterization of the ferroelectric 

properties of the thin film samples of PZT 52/48 is presented in the work by Shelton, et al.
34

 in which 

improved properties for PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO were reported.  Polarization hysteresis loops for thin film 

PZT 52/48 are shown in Figure 5.2b and, as with the bulk sample, are consistent with PZT at the MPB. 
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Figure 5.1 XRD line pattern for PZT specimens from the chemically prepared powders and 

conventional preparation using oxide powders.  The line patterns show that the structure 

of both specimens corresponded to PZT 53/47.  The differences in the relative intensities 

of the peaks may be due to different poling states of the ferroelectric samples. 

 

Table 5.1 – Nominal composition of the PZT specimens analyzed via atom probe tomography. 

Specimen Nominal Composition (at.%)  

Pb Zr Ti O 

PZT 53/47 (Bulk)
§
 20.0 10.6 9.4 60.0 

PZT 52/48 (Thin Film) 20.0 10.4 9.6 60.0 
 

§
  Processed from chemically prepared powders. 

 

APT specimens were prepared using a standard FIB-based in-situ lift-out technique and mounted 

on a TEM/APT compatible holder for cross-correlative analysis.
2,3,50

  Bulk PZT specimens were obtained 

at both grain boundaries and within grains.  Thin film specimens were taken at random locations from the 

coupon across all deposited layers; representative bright field (BF) TEM images of atom probe specimens 

from thin film samples are shown in Figure 5.3.  Specimen preparation was performed using a dual-beam 

FEI Helios NanoLab 600i and TEM imaging was performed on a Phillips CM 200 microscope operated 

using 200 kV accelerating voltage.  Specimens were originally mounted with the layers normal to the 

growth direction but failure at the interface between the layers was frequent.  Subsequent specimens were 

prepared with the layers tilted 15° from the normal growth direction and longer yield during atom probe 
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analysis could be obtained.  Nevertheless, failure at the interface between the PZT and the Pt still 

occurred.  Examples of both preparation methods are shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.2 The polarization-electric field performed at 10 Hz curves for bulk (a) PZT 53/47 and (b) 

thin film specimens of PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO and Pt/Ti adhesion layers.
97

 

 

TEM examination of the specimens pre- and post-APT allows for accurate determination of the 

analysis volume during APT; however, the PZT specimens had high fracture probability during the 

analysis, and post-APT imaging was seldom possible.  Pre-APT examination of the specimens allowed 

for imaging of ferroelectric domain structures in some specimens and an example is shown in Figure 5.3a.  

Initial specimen tip radius varied between 8.7 nm and 18.8 nm for the bulk specimens and between 

11.6 nm and 21.2 nm for the thin film specimens.  Shank half-angles were measured to range from 7.7 to 

13 degrees.  Smaller tip radii were found to be more favorable for atom probe analysis due to a reduction 

in specimen fracture probability.  

Atom probe analysis was carried out in a Cameca LEAP 4000XSi system with a straight flight 

path set at 90 mm.  The system is equipped with a UV laser (wavelength,  =  355 nm) with spot size less 

than 1.0 m at full width half-maximum (FWHM) when focused at the specimen apex.  The effects of the 

atom probe run conditions on the cation/oxygen or anion ratio of the material were explored by varying 

the laser pulse energy and acquisition rate, while the laser pulse frequency was held constant at 100 kHz 

and specimen base temperature at 50 K.  Laser pulse energy was varied between 0.2 pJ/pulse and 

2.2 pJ/pulse.  The acquisition rate was initially set at 0.5 %, however specimen failures occurred prior to 
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the onset of field emission, so a lower acquisition rate was employed for subsequent experiments.  A 

compromise of acquisition time, background noise, and specimen survival was determined to be 0.2 %, or 

2 atoms/1000 pulses.  From previous experience in analyzing oxide materials in the atom probe, it was 

known that specimen base temperature must be kept at or below 50 K to improve the mass resolving 

power (MRP) and decrease the background counts in the mass spectrum.
27

  Futher discussion on the effect 

of specimen base termperature for the anlysis of oxides is given in Section 3.3. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.3 Bright field transmission electron micrograph of representative atom probe specimens 

from thin film samples and the corresponding reconstructions for (a) PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti 

and (b) PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO adhesion layers.  The different film and substrate layers in 

the stack are also visible in the TEM micrographs but the atom probe analysis was 

performed only in the PZT layer.  The ferroelectric domains in the PZT are apparent as 

fringes underneath the amorphous FIB damaged layer in (a) Note that impurities, Al and 

Zn, were detected in different samples via atom probe analysis.  The specimen shown in 

(a) was mounted tilted 15° from the normal growth direction of the film and longer yield 

during atom probe analysis was obtained as compared to the specimen in (b), which was 

mounted with the layers normal to the growth direction. 

 

Data analysis was performed using IVAS
TM

 v.3.6.6 (Cameca Instruments, Inc., Madison, WI).  

The reconstructions of the specimens were performed using the tip profile option in IVAS
TM

 and 

adjusting the ionic volumes to correspond to the average expected volume occupied by each atom in the 

lattice of PZT.  It was calculated that the unit cell volume for the monoclinic crystal structure (Cm) at 

room temperature and composition near the MPB is 0.1358 nm
3
 and each unit cell contains 10 atoms.

76
  

Therefore the ionic volume for one species in PZT was taken to be 0.01358 nm
3
/atom.  For molecular 
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ions detected during atom probe analysis, for example, O2
+
 or TiO2

+
, the ionic volume was multiplied by 

the number of ions in the cluster used for the reconstruction.  It is worth noting that the average ionic 

volumes calculated for the tetragonal (P4/mmm) and rhombohedral (R3m) structures were 

0.01352 nm
3
/atom and 0.01097 nm

3
/atom respectively.  Hence, using the ionic volume of the monoclinic 

structure is within 20% of the other two crystal structures and this is considered a more valid 

approximation than using the free-atom volume that is the default for the reconstruction parameters.  

5.4 Results 

The first objective of this work was to optimize the atom probe run variables to obtain the correct 

anion/cation ratio and consequently measure the correct overall composition for PZT.  Figure 5.4 shows a 

representative mass spectrum for bulk PZT 53/47 where the major ions detected have been labeled.  

Composition analysis was carried out by ranging each peak individually at the full-width tenth-maximum 

(FWTM) of the intensity and performing a decomposition analysis in the reconstruction software.  The 

oxygen peak at 16 Da was assigned ions corresponding to O
+
 and O2

++ 
 using reasoning described in  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Typical mass spectrum from bulk PZT 53/47 with selected ion and molecular cluster 

peaks labeled. 
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previous work performed by the authors.
27

  It is worth noting that the O2
+
 peak at 32 m/q overlapped with 

one isotope of the TiO
++

 peak, and this introduced uncertainties in the composition measurements 

performed by peak decomposition as discussed in more details in Section 3.3.   

In spite of the uncertainties discussed above, compositions near the expected stoichiometry for 

PZT could be obtained when the proper laser pulse energy and specimen base temperature were employed 

for analysis.  A chart obtained by varying the laser pulse energy and measuring the detected oxygen 

concentration is shown in Figure 5.5.  The oxygen content varied with laser pulse energy with a decrease 

in measured O content being evident with increased in laser pulse energy.  This is the overall trend 

followed by oxide materials analyzed in the atom probe.  For subsequent experiments, PZT specimens 

were analyzed using the run conditions that resulted in the correct anion/cation ratio, namely 60/40 at%.  

The laser pulse energy required for most accurate stoichiometry of the bulk PZT 53/47 was found to be 

0.5 pJ/pulse, while the thin film PZT 52/48 specimens varied from 0.5 pJ/pulse to 2.2 pJ/pulse for the film 

deposited on Pt/ZnO and Pt/Ti adhesion layers, respectively.  The mean calculated charge state ratio 

(CSR) for the TiO
++

/TiO
+
 peaks for the conditions that showed the correct anion/cation ratio was 4.8±0.14  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Measured oxygen concentration in PZT versus laser pulse energy used for the atom probe 

analysis.  Some conditions were acquired for multiple specimens and the corresponding 

error bars are shown in the plot.  The measured oxygen content decreased as the laser 

pulse energy used was higher, indicating the possible sublimation of oxygen, consistent 

with other oxide studies. 
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regardless of specimen tip radius, and the values are plotted in Figure 5.6.  Sub-stoichiometric oxygen 

content was measured for bulk PZT 53/47 at laser energies above 0.5 pJ/pulse, and this could be 

attributed to loss of detectability of the oxygen; a similar phenomenon has been reported for the group V 

ionic species in GaSb and GaN.
22,33,54

   

Under the laser pulse conditions for best composition measurement, the MRP at FWHM/FWTM 

values were 511/211 at 32 Da for a field of view of ~20 nm.  Background counts were 384 ppm and 36 % 

multiple detector hits for the previous acquisition.  The measured compositions of the ferroelectric oxides 

are presented in Table 5.2 for the bulk and the thin film specimens; oxygen content was near the nominal 

composition at 60 at% with 20 at% measured for Pb.  On the other hand, Ti and O contents were difficult 

to quantify accurately due to the peak overlap of the TiO
++

 and O2
+
 peak (32 m/q), which may result in an 

overestimation of the Ti content.  Thus, the Zr content could be underestimated by the analysis technique.  

Also detected at low concentrations were Al, commonly found as an impurity in the Zr(OBu)4 precursor, 

and Zn that is possibly from the underlying ZnO layer, in the PZT 52/48 thin film specimen on Pt/ZnO.  

These ions are shown in the reconstructions in Figure 5.3.   

 

 

Figure 5.6 Charge-state ratio (CSR) versus tip radius for specimens that had compositions near 

nominal and were acquired at different laser pulse energies.  The dashed line indicated 

the mean value of the CSR which was 4.8±0.14. 

 

The atom probe reconstruction of a representative bulk PZT specimen and the typical voltage 

history curve is presented in Figure 5.7.  The field evaporation behavior of PZT showed 

discontinuities/inhomogeneities during field evaporation, which can be seen in the reconstruction in 

Figure 5.7a as “shells” of ions being field emitted abruptly followed by a low atomic density region.  In 
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the voltage curve in Figure 5.7b, those discontinuities in field evaporation of ions from the PZT are 

evident as sudden drops in specimen bias.  This is due to a detected rapid increase in the field evaporation 

of ions causing the applied specimen voltage to automatically drop.  The voltage increases due to loss of 

detection from the decrease in field evaporation.  One such discontinuity in evaporation is indicated by 

the arrow in the voltage history curve presented in the inset in Figure 5.7b.  This behavior is not typically 

observed in atom probe analysis of other oxides and is not associated with an IEC event (interface 

evaporation control) that can be observed in APT analysis (usually caused by a sudden increase in the 

acquisition rate).  An example of a typical voltage history curve for aluminum oxide (-Al2O3) is also 

presented in Figure 5.7b for comparison.  The mass spectrum of a single evaporation discontinuity event 

associated with the voltage drop due to increase in acquisition rate of ions is shown in Figure 5.7c.  Field 

emitted ions corresponded to O2
+
 and Pb

+
/Pb

++
, and may indicate that a lower field evaporation potential 

is needed for these ions. 

 

Table 5.2 – Average measured compositions of PZT specimens using atom probe analysis. 

Specimen Energy Measured Composition (at.%) 

Pb Zr Ti O Other 

PZT 53/47 (Bulk) 0.5-1.0 19.6 ± 0.6 9.8 ± 0.7 9.3 ± 

0.2 

61.1 ± 

0.8 

- 

PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO 

(Thin Film) 

2.2 20.7 ± 1.7 8.2 ± 1.5 8.2 ± 

1.5 

58.4 ± 

1.8 

Zn = 0.64 ± 

0.14 

PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti 

(Thin Film) 

0.5 21.2 ± 1.4 8.5 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 

0.2 

58.6 ± 

0.5 

Al = 0.011 ± 

0.0 
 

 

While there are admittedly difficulties in reconstructing the atom probe data due to the 

evaporation abnormalities, it should be noted that accurate compositional analyses are possible and the 

evaporation sequence of ions from the tip is not affected.  The primary objective of this project was to 

determine if any cation segregation was present in the PZT samples, which is possible using proper data 

acquisition and reconstruction parameters.  It should be noted that PZT samples represent a convergence 

of may difficulties for APT analysis including high resistivity and large permittivity, multiple cations with 

highly dissimilar vapor pressures, and enormous piezoelectric response.  Demonstration of successful 

APT analysis on MPB PZT samples speaks very strongly to the general power of the technique. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.7 (a) Atom probe reconstructions of a bulk PZT 53/47 showing only a portion of ions 

collected for clarity.  (b) A representative voltage history curve for PZT showing 

discontinuities in the curve due to inhomogeneous field evaporation.  The inset shows the 

region of the PZT voltage history curve enclosed by the rectangle.  A typical voltage 

history curve for aluminum oxide (-Al2O3) is shown for comparison and the 

discontinuities in voltage are not apparent.  (c) The mass spectrum from the evaporation 

discontinuity showing peaks for O and Pb.  The effects of the anomalous field 

evaporation behavior observed during the atom probe analysis is evident in the 

reconstruction as “shells” of ions being field evaporated abruptly followed by a low ionic 

density region. 
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Four separate FIB-prepared specimens from the same parent sample of bulk PZT 53/47 were 

measured and the cation concentrations along the analysis direction were mapped at the 1 nm length 

scale.  The colored bands in Figure 5.8 show the 90% confidence level for the composition profiles of the 

average of the four data sets while the dashed lines show the composition profile of one representative 

specimen.  A TEM micrograph of this specimen is shown in the inset of the figure.  The analysis direction 

corresponds to the normal direction (the direction of the applied uniaxial pressure in forming the green 

body) of the sintered pellet for bulk PZT 53/47.  The Pb and Zr concentrations in the bulk specimens did 

not change significantly along the analysis direction for all the specimens analyzed.  Furthermore, despite 

all of the uncertainties discussed previously, the average composition profiles of Ti and Zr content do not 

show any overlap.  Noise in the data, more noticeable in the dashed composition profile, arises from the 

small sampling volume, and therefore low ion counts, for each distance step used for averaging the 

composition of the specimen.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Line concentration profiles for O, Pb, Zr and Ti of four different bulk PZT 53/47 

specimens.  The colored areas indicate the 90% confidence level of the averaged data 

across all four specimens, while the dashed lines show the composition profile of one 

representative specimen (TEM image shown in the inset).  
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Cross-correlative analysis was performed on separate portions of the same samples of thin film 

PZT 52/48 using scanning TEM (STEM) energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping and atom 

probe analysis.  The quantified line concentration profiles of the cation fraction for PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO 

are shown in Figure 5.9.  No composition gradient was observed from either the EDS or APT 

measurements, consistent with the earlier report from Shelton, et al.
97

 on the same parent samples.  A 

small concentration of Zn (<0.65 at%), below the detection limits of EDS, was measured in the PZT 

52/48 layer using APT.  Likewise, a comparison of the Ti content in the PZT 52/48 layer is presented in 

the 2-D concentration maps in Figure 5.10.  A homogenous concentration of Ti in the PZT layer is shown 

in Figure 5.10a, which displays a nominal cation fraction of about 0.288.  The location of the atom probe 

specimen in relation to the thickness of the PZT layer is shown schematically in Figure 5.10a.  Note that 

the APT specimen is from the same film sample but in a different location.  Concentration maps for Ti 

from the atom probe data are shown in Figure 5.10b; Ti concentration maps for a cation fraction of about 

0.115 are displayed.  Concentration maps along the same analysis direction as the EDS map (Figure 5.10b 

, top) and as well as the cross-section of the specimen (Figure 5.10b, bottom).  The changes in 

concentration of the Ti were mapped at 1.5 nm intervals to produce the plots.   

Similarly, line concentration profiles for PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti are shown in Figure 5.11 and 2-D Ti 

concentration maps are presented in Figure 5.12.  Line concentration profile from the APT data was 

performed with a resolution of 5 nm, approximately the resolution of the EDS scan, in order to reduce the 

noise in the data and hence increasing the ion counts for each step.  Quantitative measurement of the 

cation fraction content showed a gradient for all the cations, just as detected by EDS.  A relative decrease 

in the Pb and Zr concentration and a corresponding increase in Ti away from the film surface were 

measured by APT consistent with the EDS results.  Improved spatial resolution for the atom probe data 

can be achieved with larger acquisition volumes.  STEM EDS map (Figure 5.12a)shows a nominal Ti 

fraction varying from approximately 0.2 at the surface of the PZT 52/48 layer to about 0.3 towards the Pt 

metallized layer.  The 2-D map shown in Figure 5.12b shows the Ti concentration across the specimen 

with respect to the cation and anion content and displaying a nominal fraction of about 0.125.  Small 

variations in the local Ti concentration are evident; however, these were not correlated to atomic 

segregation in the analyzed specimen. 

Oxygen concentrations in both specimens did not change significantly in the analysis direction.  

Figure 5.13 shows the line concentration profile for O for the PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO and Pt/Ti shown 

previously.  Oxygen content cannot be quantified by EDS but can be quantified via atom probe.  It can be 

seen that the concentration remained relatively constant, and the fluctuations in the concentration can be 

attributed to noise in the data due to the sampling distance.  As in the line profiles shown in Figure 5.9, 

the resolution of the profiles is 1.5 nm versus the 5 nm resolution of the line profile in Figure 5.11. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.9 PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO.  Line concentration profiles through the thickness of the thin film 

specimens showing the cation fraction obtained from (a) STEM EDS analysis
97

 compared 

to (b) atom probe analysis of the specimen.  Zn was observed at low levels in the atom 

probe results.  Oxygen content and Zn content in the thin film specimen could not be 

determined by EDS. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.10 PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO. 2-D Ti concentration profiles.  Part (a) EDS map shows that a 

gradient in the Ti content is not measured across the PZT layer.  The location of the atom 

probe specimen relative to the thickness of the PZT layer is indicated by the triangle in 

the micrograph.
97

  Part (b) shows the Ti concentration across the thickness of the 

specimen, which is the analysis direction in the atom probe.  The Ti content at specific 

locations along the reconstruction can be mapped as well and four concentration maps 

spaced 20 nm apart are shown.  Small variations in the Ti concentration are evident but 

cation clustering was not observed in the analyzed specimens. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.11 PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti.  Line concentration profiles through the thickness of the thin film 

specimens showing the cation fraction obtained from (a) STEM EDS analysis
97

 compared 

to (b) atom probe analysis of the specimen.  Note that a small concentration of Al was 

detected using APT in the specimen at levels <0.065 at% but it is not displayed in the 

graph.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.12 PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti.  2-D Ti concentration profiles.  Part (a) EDS map indicates that a 

gradient in the Ti content exists across the PZT layer.  The location of the atom probe 

specimen relative to the thickness of the PZT layer is indicated by the triangle in the 

micrograph.
97

  Part (b) shows the Ti concentration across the thickness of the specimen, 

which is the analysis direction in the atom probe.  The Ti content at specific locations 

along the reconstruction can be mapped as well and four concentration maps spaced 

40 nm apart are shown.  Small variations in the Ti concentration are evident across the 

specimen but cation clustering was not observed in the analyzed specimens.  
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Figure 5.13 Line concentration profiles for thin film specimens of PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti and Pt/ZnO 

showing the quantified oxygen content obtained from the atom probe measurements.  

Oxygen content and Zn content in the thin film specimen could not be determined by 

EDS. 

 

Local cation segregation of Ti and Zr was studied using the built-in cluster analysis function of 

the IVAS
TM

 suite.  The method employs binomial distribution functions for analysis, and more details can 

be found in the work by Moody, et al.
87

  The analysis was performed on four data sets from bulk PZT 

53/47 and three data sets from thin film PZT 52/48 on either Pt/ZnO or Pt/Ti adhesion layers.  The cluster 

analysis routine using a radial distribution function and frequency analysis detected regions of enrichment 

of Ti and Zr (detected as molecular clusters of TiO
+
/TiO

++
 and ZrO

++
, respectively) in the bulk PZT 

specimens.  Resulting cluster volumes showed enriched regions for Zr (blue) and Ti (red) above the 

nominal composition as illustrated in Figure 5.14 with the measured compositions presented in Table 5.3.  

The clusters were between 5 nm and 10 nm in size.  Intriguingly, the sizes of these regions correspond 
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closely to domain sizes observed in near-MPB PZT-based materials.
80,104

  Clustering was not observed to 

be statistically significant in any of the thin film specimens analyzed in this study with the given analysis 

conditions. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Clusters of B-site cations found in the bulk PZT 53/47 specimens.  The whole tip profile 

is shown by the Ti atoms and the volume of interest for cluster analysis is enclosed by the 

box.  Regions of Ti enrichment are shown in red and Zr-rich regions in blue.  Each 

individual cluster was between 5 nm and 10 nm in size. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

The sources of uncertainties from the analysis techniques are discussed in the next couple of 

sections.  The effect of peak overlaps on stoichiometry measurements and determination of cation ratio is 

explored.  Furthermore, preferential field evaporation of species can affect composition measurements, 

which is a well-known fact in APT; despite this source of uncertainty, composition measurements can be 

achieved with great accuracy.  In addition, the importance of cross-correlative APT and STEM EDS for 

validating atom probe data is discussed. 
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Table 5.3 – Measured compositions of the clusters found in the bulk PZT 53/47 specimens. 

Specimen Measured  

Zr/Ti Ratio 

Measured Composition (at.%) 

Pb Zr Ti O 

Zr 56/44 17.8 ± 0.7 11.1 ± 0.5 8.6 ± 0.4 62.4 ± 0.7 

Ti 43/57 18.2 ± 0.5 8.7 ± 0.4 11.7 ± 0.4 61.3 ± 0.9 
 

 

5.5.1 Stoichiometry Measurements from APT 

Atom probe run conditions were optimized in order to obtain the correct atomic percent of 

oxygen.  However, the result is a compromise of the mass resolving power (m/m) obtained and an 

increase in the percent of multiple ions reaching the detector simultaneously.  As a consequence, it is 

possible that other ionic species are going undetected due to a loss of sensitivity in the detector hardware 

that is limited by the timing accuracy (of about 80 ps),
12

 which decreases as the number of multiple 

detection events increases.
33

  At high laser energies, the loss of measured oxygen may be due to the 

sublimation of neutral (and therefore undetected) O2 species.
22,54

   

The observed overlap of the O2
+
 and TiO

++
 peaks makes the accurate quantification of the 

composition and calculation of the CSR of TiO
++

/TiO
+
 challenging since it is difficult to attribute the 

counts contained within the 32 m/q peak (Figure 5.4) to either Ti and O from the TiO
++

 ionic cluster or 

O2
+
.  The isotopic ratios of the TiO

+
 and O2

+
 can be used to determine the approximate number of counts 

in the 32 m/q peak.  However, the actual number of counts used to make the composition measurements 

are dependent on the background subtraction method employed, and differences in the background 

removal method are more severe at high background counts.  In these analyses the background 

subtraction method employed was determined by the peak broadening (range assisted), which is not 

consistent across the spectrum and adds to the uncertainty.  Nevertheless, compositions near the known 

nominal value were found when employing the same analysis techniques to all data sets.  This emphasizes 

that accurate stoichiometry and reliable atomic scale distribution can be achieved in APT. 

It was noted from the composition analysis that during the atom probe experiments the thin film 

PZT 52/48 specimen deposited on Pt/ZnO adhesion layer could tolerate over four times the laser pulse 

energy used to run the bulk PZT 53/47 oxide to obtain the correct cation/anion ratio, regardless of tip 

radius.  The difference in the run conditions may be due to faster heat dissipation from the PZT to the 

metallization layers and silicon-based substrates, compared to the bulk oxide.  Variations in the measured 

oxygen stoichiometry could be observed for specimens analyzed under the same acquisition conditions 

(Figure 5.5), and this may be due to a geometric effect from the specimens (tip radius and shank angle 

evolution) that cannot be fully controlled during the FIB-based preparation of the specimens.  Specimen 
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geometry will have an effect on the volume heated by the laser pulse as well as the heat dissipation from 

the tip to the bulk of the specimen, and hence affect changes in the composition measurements.  Despite 

the lower field evaporation potential for Pb
+
/Pb

++
 and O

+
, the ions were field emitted across the tip 

homogenously.  Thermal effects due to the heating from the laser on one side of the specimen were thus 

minimized by using low laser pulse energies, resulting in composition measurements near anticipated 

stoichiometries and preserved spatial resolution.  

5.5.2 Cation Spatial Clustering 

It has been demonstrated here that laser assisted APT can be used for composition profiling even 

in insulating complex oxides.  All of the functional (dielectric, ferroelectric, piezoelectric, etc.) properties 

of PZT are tied to the composition, and nanoscale variations in composition would be expected to 

strongly affect both static and dynamic responses.
97

  Understanding the distribution of atoms on physical 

scales relevant to ferroelectric coupling is therefore important in correlating chemical distribution and 

properties.  The successful determination of changes in the cation fraction for two specimens was 

presented in Figure 5.9 through Figure 5.12.  These results are correlated to EDS maps and line 

composition profiles reported elsewhere by Shelton, et al.
97

  A decrease in measured Pb content at the 

surface of the specimen measured by APT, as opposed to a decrease toward the Ti metallized layer as 

shown for the EDS data, may be due to changes in the strength of the field at the apex of the specimen 

resulting preferential evaporation of Pb containing ions.  

It is known that Pb has a low evaporation field, so a stronger field could induce preferential 

evaporation of this ionic species.
105

   Pb would be expected to respond most strongly to the electric field 

for a few reasons, including large ionic displacement of B-site cation within the O octahedron under 

applied field, large electronic contribution to permittivity, and high vapor pressure of PbO compared to 

the other cation-containing species.  It is worth noting that APT can make quantitative determination of 

composition since it directly measures the ionized atoms field emitted from the specimen.  Accurate 

composition measurements are therefore possible in addition to detection of low level 

contaminants/dopants in the analyzed volume—given that the number of collected impurity ions is greater 

than the background noise.  Moreover, using the increased spatial resolution that is achieved by the atom 

probe, the composition changes in the specimen can be mapped at the nanometer scale.  The composition 

profiles presented for the thin film PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO specimen show the integrated elemental content 

using a spacing of 1.5 nm, which is nearly an order of magnitude better than achieved by the STEM EDS 

maps.  The spatial resolution in the APT line concentration profile for PZT 52/48 on Pt/Ti was 5 nm in 

order to improve the counting statistics and reduce noise in the composition measurements. 
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APT results presented here showed possible clustering of B-site atoms that resulted in Zr-rich and 

Ti-rich regions (Figure 5.14), while the Pb and O content remained at near nominal levels.  The B-site 

cation clusters were determined to have a Zr/Ti ratio of 56/44 and 43/57, respectively.  The dashed lines 

in the pseudo binary phase diagram
79

 for PZT shown in Figure 5.15 indicate the compositions of the 

enriched clusters.  These composition ratios correspond to the tetragonal and rhombohedral phase fields 

on either side of the MPB, suggesting that changes in the crystal structure might exist and lattice strains 

could arise from the differences.
76,106

  This information may be used in the future to correlate the domain 

structure of ferroelectric oxides.   

 

 

Figure 5.15 Pseudo binary phase diagram for PZT
107

 showing the compositions of the Zr and Ti-rich 

clusters in relation to the MPB.  The exact measured compositions of the clusters are 

shown in Table 5.3. 

 

Prior TEM work looking at diffuse scattering in the diffraction pattern of PZT near the MPB did 

not report short range ordering.
79

  However, it is difficult to accurately probe changes in composition at 
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the nanometer scale using conventional TEM techniques such as EDS coupled with selected area 

diffraction patterns (SADPs) for compositional measurements.  The chemical sensitivity of EDS is 

approximately 1 at% and in the composition region near the MPB, a small change in composition results 

in potentially significant changes in structure and/or properties.  Similarly, selected area diffraction 

patterns from the TEM probe an area that is much larger than the 5-10 nm of compositional variation 

reported here.  The work by Schierholz, et al. 
81

 has shown that convergent beam electron diffraction 

(CBED) can be used to analyze single domains as long as the electron beam spot size is smaller than the 

domain size.  However, in the atom probe it is possible to determine chemical composition down to the 

10 ppm level so small variations in composition within the analyzed volume can be obtained with spatial 

resolution in the nanometer scale.  

Clustering analysis was performed using a binomial distribution and Markov chain analysis.  The 

Markov chain analysis checks the randomness of the field evaporation sequence by comparing the 

probability of having a sequence of atoms NZr atoms (for example, Zr-Zr chains or cluster of atoms such 

as Zr Zr- Zr Zr.) consecutively where any chain of Zr-atoms terminates in a different atom.  Therefore, 

evaporation sequences consisting of Zr-O-Pb would not be considered for cluster analysis.  Markov chain 

analysis performed on data sets that showed clustering of Zr and Ti was inconclusive in all specimens 

analyzed using the technique, including specimens that showed clustering using the binomial distribution 

method.  The field evaporation of long chains of Zr and Ti were not detected in the Markov analysis.  

Furthermore, any clustering during field evaporation in the material will result in apparent clustering of 

the material; hence the results are inconclusive.
86

   

Since clusters were observed in PZT materials processed from chemically-prepared powders but 

were not observed in thin film PZT, a correlation between processing and structure may exist.  The 

powders used for the ceramic PZT sample analyzed here were prepared from very similar chemical 

precursors to those used for the thin film deposition, but of course the exact chemical processes vary 

slightly between the two fabrication methods.  Extensive characterization of powders prepared by the 

same technique as well as the resulting ceramics has never before indicated chemical heterogeneity at the 

detection limit of the various techniques utilized, but these techniques have never before combined the 

chemical and spatial resolution of the APT.  Additional investigation will be required to determine at 

what stage in the processing the observed chemical clustering occurs.   

5.6 Atom Probe Analysis of Bulk PLZT 12/70/30 and PNZT 2.4/52/48 

Atom probe analysis of La and Nb-doped PZT, termed PLZT and PNZT respectively, were 

performed along with the analysis of the bulk PZT 53/47 and thin film PZT 52/48 specimens.  The 
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preliminary results of atom probe run condition optimization, composition measurements, and cluster 

analysis are reported here.  

In brief, the samples consisted of bulk sintered pellets of PLZT 12/70/30 

(Pb0.88La0.12Zr0.70Ti0.30O3) and PNZT 2.4/52/48 (Pb0.976Nb0.024Zr0.52Ti0.48O3) made from chemically derived 

powders.  PLZT samples were conventionally sintered at 1300 °C for 4 h. whereas PLZT specimens were 

hot pressed following the procedure outlined by Voigt, et al.
96

  Atom probe specimens were prepared 

from the bulk sintered pellets and sharpened into needles using a dual beam FIB-SEM as described in the 

Experimental Methods section.
50

  PLZT and PNZT samples were analyzed using the same methodology 

as the PZT specimens. 

The anion/cation ratio was optimized and representative mass spectra are shown in Figure 5.16 

with the major ionic peaks labeled for PLZT and PNZT.  The laser pulse energies employed for the 

acquisitions were 5.0 pJ and 1.0 pJ respectively, which are the energies that yielded the best composition 

measurements.  It is worth noting that the laser pulse energies that were necessary to obtain the correct 

anion/cation ratio were higher than the values used for either the bulk PZT 53/47 and thin film PZT 52/48  

 

 

Figure 5.16 Typical mass spectra for PLZT (5.0 pJ/pulse) and PNZT (1.0 pJ/pulse) labeling the major 

isotopic peaks detected. 
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specimens.  This may be due to increased thermal conductivity for the PLZT and PNZT as compared to 

the PZT samples.  However, bulk thermal conductivity may not be representative of the actual 

conductivity of the material in the nanoscale tip, where boundary scattering and lattice defects dominate 

the heat conduction.  Regardless, the need for determining optimal run conditions in the atom probe for 

each material independently is evident. 

Atom probe reconstructions for the PLZT and PNZT specimens are presented in Figure 5.17and 

Figure 5.18.  Shown in the reconstructions is one specimen from each material that was analyzed using 

different laser energies.  This is an example of a calibration performed for each material to determine 

appropriate run conditions, see Section 3.3.  The ion ranges and corresponding laser pulse energies are 

indicated in the reconstructions, with a minimum of 1.5×10
6 

ions collected for each condition.  The 

incidence of specimen failures was extremely high for the PLZT specimens and it was possible to analyze 

only one specimen.  Similarly, the specimen yield for PNZT samples was very low (typical acquisition 

lengths <100 nm).  The prevalence of failures was attributed to the even higher resistivity than undoped 

PZT and large piezoelectric coefficients of the materials, which result in extremely large lattice strains 

under applied field.  Given only a limited amount of prepared samples, analysis of multiple specimens 

was not possible.  Nonetheless, it is shown that analysis of PLZT and PNZT is possible using APT.  

Composition analysis was also performed on the specimens shown in the reconstructions.  The 

oxygen stoichiometry was calculated from O/(Pb+Ti+Zr+Impurities), shown in Figure 5.19.  However, 

the anion/cation ratio shows that these materials are relatively insensitive to the effects of the laser pulse 

energy.  The measured anion/cation ratios for most laser energies were very close to the theoretical value 

of 60/40 = 1.5, but that alone is not sufficient indication of correct composition measurements since 

biased loss of particular ionic species is possible due to field evaporation differences between ions.
33,83

   

However, the correct composition measurements can only be obtained when the ratio is 

optimized.  As shown in Figure 5.20, the deviation from stoichiometry can be used to determine the best 

experimental conditions for analysis.  The differences between the nominal and measured compositions 

are indicated by the data points while the dashed line at “0” indicates the stoichiometry of the material.  A 

Pb deficit is observed for both PLZT and PNZT samples; this is indicative that further work is necessary 

for data acquisition and analysis of PLZT and PNZT samples.  The acquisition conditions that produced 

compositions closest to the stoichiometry of the material and the correct anion/cation ratio would be 

selected for future analysis. 
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Figure 5.17 APT reconstructions of one PLZT specimen run sequentially using different laser pulse 

energies, as indicated in the reconstruction.  A fraction of the Ti and Zr atoms are shown, 

and the La atoms are shown as spheres in the reconstruction.  It can be seen that La is not 

homogeneously distributed in the analyzed volume and a slight increase in La 

concentration was measured for the range acquired at 10 pJ laser pulse energy. 

 

 

Figure 5.18 APT reconstructions of one PNZT specimen run sequentially using different laser pulse 

energies, as indicated in the reconstruction. The Ti and Nb atoms are shown as spheres in 

the reconstruction and that are homogeneously distributed in the volume.  Iso-

concentration surfaces for Zr are also shown in purple and two regions of high 

concentration can be observed; these regions do not correlate to the changes in laser pulse 

energy and may indicate local enrichment. 

 

Lastly, the data sets that showed the correct stoichiometry were analyzed to determine if 

clustering of cations was apparent.  The A-site and B-site cations were analyzed for clustering separately 

using the near-neighbor analysis discussed in Section 3 of the main text.  No cation clustering was 

observed in the PLZT specimen.  However, the ranges of acquisitions were small and in some cases it is 

possible that not enough ions were collected for the analysis.  Cluster analysis of the PNZT sample for the 

range acquired at 1 pJ for the laser pulse energy did not show clustering of A-site or B-site cations. 

Interestingly though, the iso-concentration surfaces shown in Figure 5.18 revealed enrichment of Zr 

atoms in two regions along the specimen corresponding to acquisitions performed at 15 pJ and 25 pJ for 
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the laser pulse energy.  The differences in the Zr enrichment from isoconcentration surfaces and cluster 

analysis suggest that more analysis is necessary at the optimum laser pulse energy to rule out localized 

segregation of B-site cations.  The PLZT specimen was analyzed in a similar manner but only a random 

distribution of elements was found.   

 

 

Figure 5.19 Anion/cation ratio as a function of laser pulse energy for PLZT and PNZT.  The 

theoretical ratio is 60/40 = 1.5 as indicated by the dashed line.  It can be seen that the 

ratio remained fairly constant for all pulse energies employed. 

 

We have demonstrated that it is possible to carry out atom probe analysis of different ferroelectric 

oxides with as many as five different deliberate atomic species.  A high incidence of specimen failures 

complicates analysis, but APT remains a promising technique for revealing the nanoscale composition 

and chemical distribution of these materials.  Further work needs to be performed to carry out cluster 

analysis on large acquisition sets. 

5.7 Summary 

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to use laser assisted APT to investigate nanoscale 

composition in complex ferroelectric oxides. The following findings are reported in the paper: 

 Accurate composition measurements could be obtained from the atom probe analysis of 

bulk PZT 53/47 and thin film PZT 52/48  by optimizing the anion/cation ratio to be 

60/40 at%. 

 Composition gradients in the thin film specimens could be quantified with spatial 

resolution between 1 nm and 5 nm.  APT results could be correlated to STEM EDS data.  

The PZT 52/48 on Pt/ZnO did not show any composition variations, when probed at the 

nanometer scale using APT, consistent with earlier EDS findings.  Conversely, the PZT 
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52/48 on Pt/Ti shows a composition gradient for Pb, Ti and Zr, which confirmed EDS 

data from the thin film specimens. 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Changes from stoichiometry for PLZT and PNZT obtained at different laser pulse 

energies (between 1 pJ and 25 pJ per pulse).  The dashed lines show the nominal 

composition while the data points show the deviation from stoichiometry. 

 

 3-D reconstructions of the analyzed volumes were used to map the segregation of B-site 

cations (Ti and Zr rich regions) in the PZT.  Clusters showing enrichment of Zr and Ti 

were found for bulk PZT 53/47 but were not statistically observed in either sample of thin 

film PZT 52/48.  Zr-rich clusters had a Zr/Ti ratio of 56/44, corresponding to a 
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composition in the rhombohedral phase, while the Ti-rich clusters were determined to 

have a Zr/Ti ratio of 43/57, corresponding to a composition in the tetragonal phase field. 

 The Zr-rich and Ti-rich clusters were between 5 nm and 10 nm in size, corresponding to 

the observed static domain structure in the sample. 
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CHAPTER 6: DEVELOPMENT OF A DYNAMIC ATOM PROBE 

This chapter has been modified from a paper to be submitted to the Review of Scientific Instruments. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Near atomic scale characterization can be achieved using probe tomography (APT) and cross-

correlative transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  A 3-D reconstruction of the analyzed volumes and 

single atom identification can be obtained from the reconstructed atom probe data.  However, pre-APT 

information about the specimen geometry and structure is necessary to produce accurate reconstructions.  

Furthermore, crystallographic information cannot be unambiguously obtained in the atom probe.  In order 

to solve these issues, a combined scanning TEM and APT system is currently being engineered and 

constructed, and this instrument has been termed a Dynamic Atom Probe (DyAP).  Details about the 

design and development status of the DyAP are presented, including in-situ imaging using the electron 

column, electron diffraction acquisition and analysis, as well as preliminary results of a dynamic 

experiment performed to demonstrate the capability of the new instrument. 

6.2 Introduction 

A full understanding of micro and nanoscale morphology and structure of materials such as 

compositional uniformity of dopants or impurities, grain boundary structure and interface abruptness, 

nucleation and resolidification, and phase transformations is required to engineer materials for best 

performance.  Measuring these features with high chemical resolution (parts per million, ppm), high 

spatial resolution (sub-nm), as well as high temporal resolution (ns) is necessary.  For example, 

characterizing nucleation and resolidification events requires spatial resolution between 1 nm and 100 nm, 

with temporal resolution to identify each event in the range of 1 ps to 1000 ps.
1
 

Currently several techniques can be correlated to analyze specimens with high spatial and 

chemical resolution.  Information about the specimen internal structure, such as interfaces, precipitate 
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morphology, and crystallography can be obtained using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM).  The excellent electron optics of the TEM are optimized for high resolution imaging and makes it 

the ideal instrument to analyze specimens that are on the nanometer scale.  Atom probe tomography 

(APT) is a complimentary technique to TEM and uses a needle shaped specimen with a tip radius less 

than 100 nm and TOF mass spectroscopy to produce a 3-D reconstruction of the atomic distribution.
10,11

  

These instruments are capable of providing composition analysis of a specimen with a sub-nanometer 

spatial resolution.
8,12

   

However, it is important to understand the limitations of both APT and TEM.  In order to produce 

accurate 3-D reconstructions of the specimen volume analyzed via APT is necessary to have additional 

knowledge of the specimen such as geometry and internal features listed above.  Accurate reconstructions 

of all but the simplest specimens are impossible to achieve due to assumptions made in the reconstruction 

routines employed for interpretation of APT results. 
108–111

  Previous work has demonstrated that is 

possible to monitor the specimen geometry ex-situ by transferring the APT specimen to the TEM and 

back.
2,3

  However, this is time consuming, and specimen damage, loss or contamination is possible.  

Unfortunately, chemical composition analysis in the TEM using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) and/or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) only provide sensitivity of about 1 at.%, although 

high resolution can be achieved using STEM/EDS.
6
   

The goal of this work is to demonstrate an instrument capable of coupling an electron imaging 

and diffraction system using a dedicated scanning TEM (STEM) set up into an existing state-of-the-art 

APT platform (Cameca
gg

 LEAP 4000XSi).  The new instrument is termed a dynamic atom probe (DyAP) 

and will be capable of: 

 In-situ STEM imaging of real time tip shape evolution during an atom probe experiment, 

 Electron diffraction of atom probe specimens to couple crystallographic information with 

the results of the atom probe analysis, 

 Electron diffraction to assess phase transformation that could be induced by laser pulsing 

(heating induced by the laser), and 

 Ultimately atom probe examination of the specimens following laser annealing 

experiments. 

This large undertaking will enable atomic scale research in many different areas of science.  To 

achieve this goal it is necessary to advance the design and development of the hardware necessary to 

incorporate the electron column into the atom probe instrument.  Additionally, design and development of 

a detector set up for image acquisition and diffraction pattern acquisition without post-specimen optics.  

                                                 

gg
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The resulting instrument can enable the examination of atomic scale physical processes at the moment of 

atomic motion initiation, examinations not yet realized in science 
4
. 

6.3 Hardware Development: Components and their Applications 

The Dynamic Atom Probe (DyAP) system currently in development at CSM will demonstrate 

that is possible to couple the high chemical sensitivity of an APT with high spatial resolution approaching 

the capabilities of a TEM.  The use of electron diffraction from the integrated electron column allows for 

probing of phase transitions in the specimen concurrently with an APT experiment.  Further design details 

for the electron column and diffraction set up are given in the next couple of sections and an overall 

description of the instrumentation is provided next. 

6.3.1 Chamber and Atom Probe 

The current DyAP design integrates an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) compatible low accelerating 

voltage electron column and electron detection hardware into a Cameca LEAP 4000XSi APT platform.  

Some of the relevant instrumental specifications of the LEAP system include a UHV analysis chamber 

(operating vacuum level about 10
-11

 mbar) with an integrated three-axis positioning specimen stage.  

Specimen cooling with temperature range from ~20 K to room temperature is carried out using a He 

cryostat.  In addition, a DC voltage source with maximum voltage of 20 keV and pulsing electronics 

capable of producing voltage pulses with ~2 ns FWHM in duration and amplitude of 2000 V with 

repetition rate of 200 kHz.
15

  A position sensitive detector that is capable of achieving nanometer scale 

resolution in the x-y plane and sub-nm resolution in the analysis direction, z-axis.
8
  In addition, all the 

hardware and optics for laser pulsing experiments are included.  The laser system is integrated in the APT 

instrument and is manufactured by Spectra-Physics, model Vanguard 350-HMD355.  A diode pumped 

Nd:YVO4 oscillator with fundamental wavelength  = 1064 nm, the frequency is tripled to produce a 

laser with wavelength in the UV range ( = 355 nm).  Laser pulses are nominally ~10 ps for the peak 

width and fluence after the focusing optics of about 1 pJ/m
2
 to 3 pJ/m

2
.  The timing accuracy of the 

instrument is ~80 ps and does not limit the time-of-flight (TOF) resolution of the instrument.  The timing 

accuracy is greater than the timing resolution achieved by the voltage pulses or thermal pulses from the 

laser.
12

  Lastly, the system is equipped with digital field ion microscopy (FIM) capabilities utilizing a 

variety of imaging gases.   

The DyAP is equipped with a three-axis positioning stage for specimen alignment with the local 

electrode (or aperture).
19

  Currently, during an atom probe experiment, positioning of the specimen with 

respect to the local electrode is carried out using two optical cameras, shown Figure 6.1, that can achieve 

a resolution of a couple of micrometers when the optics are properly focused on the specimen.  Accurate 

and repeatable specimen positioning is not possible in the current set up; however, further advancements 
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can be expected.
4
  The first application for the DyAP is the in-situ specimen tip imaging without breaking 

vacuum or need for additional handling and accurate specimen positioning. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the DyAP showing the position of the alignment cameras and the electron 

column in the analysis chamber, and the interior of the analysis chamber showing the 

specimen puck holder, local electrode, secondary electron detector and electron column 

pole piece.  The working distance of the electron column is 14 mm in the current set up. 

 

6.3.2 Electron Column 

The main engineering problem of an in-situ electron column is UHV compatibility.  Hence, a 

standard UHV compatible Schottky field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) column is used.  

The electron column selected for this application is the e-CLIPSE focused electron column manufactured 
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by Orsay Physics
hh

.  It is a fully electrostatic electron column capable of achieving resolutions of ~4 nm at 

25 keV accelerating voltage and 35 pA current (the minimum) and a resolution of 80 nm for a 10 nA 

current.  Due to the electrostatic lenses no magnetic leakage field is generated by the column and 

interference with the atom probe hardware is minimized.  During the design phase of the project the 

electron column has been installed on a secondary analysis chamber to avoid extended system down 

times.  The analysis chamber is equipped with the integrated stage similar to the LEAP 4000XSi but 

without the voltage pulsing or detection hardware. 

6.3.3 Detectors 

In the DyAP, three different electron detectors are used, each enabling a different imaging mode 

to be conducted: (i) Everhart-Thornley scintillator for secondary electron imaging; (ii) solid state 

transmission electron detector (SSD) in a bright field and dark field set up; and (iii) phosphor detector 

coupled with a high speed digital camera for forward-scattered diffraction pattern acquisition.  The 

detector locations were shown in Figure 6.1.  The electron column was purchased equipped with the 

secondary electron detector (SED), and controlling interface for imaging including an external input. 

In-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to monitor an atom probe specimen during field 

evaporation is a novel experiment unto itself.  This is easily performed using the SED detector (Everhart-

Thornley scintillator) for specimen positioning in relation to the local electrode as well as tip shape 

monitoring.  Low keV imaging of APT specimens was previously demonstrated
112

 and in the current 

DyAP specimen imaging with maximum resolution of approximately 4 nm is possible.  The increased 

resolution of the electron column compared to the optical cameras allows for accurate specimen 

alignment with higher repeatability.  An example scanning mode secondary electron micrograph of a 

representative atom probe specimen aligned with the local electrode inside the APT analysis chamber is 

shown Figure 6.2.  This is the same specimen that is displayed inside the anlaysis chamber in Figure 6.1.   

Integration of the electron column and secondary electron detector inside the analysis chamber is 

challenging since electromagnetic fields interference from the electron column and detector is expected.  

Indications of field interference were observed during specimen imaging without an applied specimen 

bias, Figure 6.2a, for a TEM specimen aligned with the local electrode but was much diminished for an 

atom probe specimen shown in Figure 6.2b.  The interference may affect the ion flight path during an 

atom probe experiment.  Yet, the imaging of the electric field surrounding the specimen and local 

electrode can be used to understand the ion trajectory inside the atom probe.  Imaging is performed using 

the control interface provide by Orsay Physics with the electron column.  
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The SSD is positioned in such a way that part of the detector captures the transmitted electron 

beam allowing for bright-field imaging, and another part of the detector captures the high-angle scattered 

electrons and provides a dark-field image of the tip.  The SSD must be place in line with optic path of the 

electron and therefore must be place in the path of the diffraction detector.  In the DyAP design the SSD 

is mounted onto the backside of the shutter and is positioned about 200 mm from the specimen plane.  

Signal amplification would be performed using a current amplifier and connected to the external input of 

the imaging interface for the e-CLIPSE column. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.2 Secondary electron micrograph of (a) a TEM specimen aligned with the local electrode 

inside the analysis chamber in the DyAP.  No bias was applied to the specimen however, 

charging from imaging occurred and the field concentration between the local electrode 

and specimen is evident.  (b) Shows an atom probe specimen aligned with the local 

electrode. 

 

The electron diffraction detection hardware in the DyAP was conceptualized based on the current 

SEM electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) set up.  It has been noted
1
 that phosphor screens coupled 

with CCD cameras are most applicable for electron energies below 30 keV.  Therefore a phosphor 

detector was chosen for forward-scattered diffraction mapping of the specimen.  Specifically, a short 

persistence phosphor coating (P-22, composition ZnS:Cu,Al) was applied to a Kodial
TM

 leaded glass (for 

x-ray absorption) zero length UHV viewport (NW63CF) with viewing diameter of 63 mm and placed in 

the optic axis of the electron column 210 mm from the specimen plane.  The P-22 coating is specified for 

high brightness and decay time of 1-100 ms.  Detector placement was achieved by adding a custom length 

con-flat nipple to a flange on the analysis chamber.  The location of the diffraction detector in the DyAP 

is also indicated in Figure 6.1a.  The phosphor detector captures the electron diffraction pattern generated 

by the interaction of the beam and the specimen.  The pattern acquisition is done using a CCD camera that 
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is placed outside of the vacuum.  The CCD camera is the same as is currently used in many SEM EBSD 

systems due to high acquisition rates (readout speeds of 20 and 40 MHz), peak efficiency in the 500-

600 nm range of the spectrum, and 1.4 Megapixel of resolution.  The image of the scattered electrons is 

isolated from ambient light using a shroud.  In addition, a shutter is used to block electrons from reaching 

the diffraction detector while not in use.  This prevents detector burn in, and blocks stray light from 

entering the analysis chamber (which creates noise in the SED).  An example of a diffraction pattern for a 

B = [1̄11] obtained for an aluminum specimen using the DyAP is shown in Figure 6.3 and the major 

reflections are labeled. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Electron diffraction pattern from an aluminum APT specimen acquired using the 

maximum accelerating voltage (25 keV).  The condenser length strength was set to zero 

and the beam was focused using only the objective lens in order to obtain maximum 

beam convergence at the specimen with a high convergence angle. 

 

In order to have high temporal resolution required for the dynamic experiments, diffraction 

pattern acquisition must be performed synchronously.  The pattern acquisition and indexing process can 

be automated and performed using a commercially available software package EDAX
ii
 TSL OIM

TM
 for 

data analysis.  The electron column beam control is interfaced with the TSL OIM software using the 

external control option and crystallographic mapping of the APT specimen can be performed.  Pattern 

indexing can be performed after data collection has taken place or can be performed during the 

experiment but this reduces the efficiency of the acquisition times.   
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Diffraction experiments are performed at the maximum accelerating voltage of the electron 

column, 25 keV in this case, to minimize plural scattering and improve spatial resolution of the diffraction 

pattern.  At 25 keV for a phosphor detector with 63 mm diameter and maximum camera of 210 mm, 

imaging of scattered electrons is possible.  Figure 6.4 shows the estimated range of atomic plane spacing 

(d-spacing) for a given detector size or radius.  The d-spacings for several representative crystal structures 

consisting of Al (face centered cubic, FCC), Si (diamond cubic), Mn (body centered cubic, BCC), and Zn 

(hexagonal closed packed, HCP) that can be captured in the phosphor detector with the current design are 

shown.  It can be seen that the reflections of high order planes can still be captured within the detector 

radius. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Calculation of the atomic plane spacing (d-spacing) for Al, Si, Mn and Zn specimens that 

can be captured within the detector radius.  The specimens represent materials with 

different crystal structures and lattice parameters.  The camera length is 210 mm, the 

maximum detector radius 32 mm.  The approximate d-spacings for various planes are 

indicated for reference. 

 

6.4 Dynamic Experiment: In-situ Laser Annealing and Quenching 

The goal of the dynamic experiment is to demonstrate a potential application of the DyAP.  The 

experiments were conducted using APT and ex-situ TEM. 

6.4.1 Introduction 

APT has a main advantage to TEM in improved spatial resolution for chemical analysis; that is, 

single atom detection and composition profiling at the nanometer scale.
82,113

  Atom probe specimens also 
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have an extremely small thermal mass that allows for thermal pulsing from base temperatures from ~20 K 

to ~1600 K in nominally 5 ns.
12,114,115

  Temperature increases can be induced in the APT specimens by 

varying laser pulse energy and pulse frequency whereas the specimen holder and stage act as heat sinks 

and are typically set at cryogenic temperatures.  The thermal cycling depends on laser fluence, laser 

absorption, thermal diffusivity, and specimen geometry. Detailed treatment of all the factors is presented 

in Chapter 2 and previous publications .
13,22,68

  The onset of physical processes such as diffusion across an 

interface can be “frozen in” at specific time intervals.  Diffraction patterns can be acquired after laser 

irradiation but prior to atom probe field evaporation to characterize any changes in crystallography.  The 

specimen is subsequently analyzed using the atom probe for spatial changes in chemistry.   

A model system consisting of a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) thin film on c-oriented 

sapphire (-Al2O3) was chosen to demonstrate the capability of the DyAP.  The TCO film consisted of 

ZnMgO:Ga (with nominal composition Zn0.70Mg0.29Ga0.01O).  This material has far reaching applications 

in photovoltaic devices as a conduction layer for electron transport and as transparent electrodes in 

electronic devices, such as touch displays.  The quality of the interface between the thin film and 

substrate, including lattice matching to reduce strain and interdiffusion of cations (Al, Zn, and Mg) is 

extremely important to the performance of a device.  Most notably, when the molar fraction of (Mg,Zn)O 

to Al2O3 is 0.5, a cubic phase will form.  This phase is a zinc-magnesium spinel with nominal 

composition (Zn,Mg)Al2O4.
116,117

  Nanoscale characterization at the interface can be carried out using 

cross-correlative TEM and APT so information about the onset of phase transformations can be gained.   

6.4.2 Experimental Procedure 

A TCO thin film approximately 50 nm thick was deposited on a sapphire substrate using pulsed 

laser deposition (PLD).  The ablation source used a Lambda Physics Complex 201 KrF laser source with 

248 nm wavelength, 25 ns pulse width, and 5 Hz repetition rate.  Deposition was performed on substrates 

heated between 400 °C and 700 °C , cooling 5 °C/min.  More information on growth conditions can be 

found in the references.
118

  APT specimens were prepared using a dual beam focused ion beam/scanning 

electron microscope employing a standard wedge lift-out techniques and annular milling to produce 

needle shaped specimens 
50

  Specimens containing the TCO thin film and substrate had a typical tip radii 

between 20 nm and 75 nm.  The specimens were subjected to laser irradiation for 24 hours using 100 pJ 

to 1000 pJ/pulse and pulse frequency of 1 MHz.  Prior to atom probe analysis the specimens were 

characterize in the TEM using a Phillips CM 200 operated at 200 keV accelerating voltage.  The materials 

were analyzed in the atom probe using a specimen base temperature of 50 K and laser pulse energy of 

100 pJ through the TCO film and into the substrate.   
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6.4.3 Results and Discussion 

A representative cumulative mass spectrum of an atom probe run through the TCO into the -

Alumina substrate is shown in Figure 6.5, where selected peaks for different ionic species have been 

labeled.  A complete treatment of the analysis this material system is subject of Chapter 7 and only the 

relevant results applicable to the demonstration of the new instrument are presented here.   

A representative TEM micrograph of a TCO thin film on -Al2O3 atom probe specimen before 

and after atom probe analysis, and the corresponding reconstruction of the volume are presented in 

Figure 6.6.  In this case, the reconstruction parameters were tuned until the correct analyzed volume and 

the crystallographic lattice spacing of the TCO film was achieved.  The accurate reconstruction of a 

specimen is not possible without correlative techniques due to assumptions in the model.  The total 

analyzed volume can be measured from pre- and post-APT images obtained in the TEM and this aids in 

adjusting the detector efficiency and image compression factor (ICF).  The d-spacing of the material can 

also be determined from electron diffraction and if a crystallographic pole is observed during atom probe 

acquisition, the ICF can be accurately adjusted for the reconstruction.  Similarly, features of known size 

and morphology can be used to fine-tune the parameters until the correct geometry is attained, an example 

is given in the reconstruction in Figure 6.6 where all the variables were adjusted until the correct interface 

geometry, lattice spacing, and analyzed volume were achieved.  In addition, the default ion volumes  

 

 

Figure 6.5 Representative time-of-flight mass spectrum of TCO and -Alumina acquired using 

100 pJ/pulse for the laser pulse energy and 50 K as the specimen base temperature. 
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Figure 6.6 TEM micrograph and APT reconstruction of TCO on -Al2O3.  The inset shows the 

lattice spacing and dopant distribution of the TCO film. 

 

cannot be used since the volume occupied by each atom in the lattice depends on the bonding state, the 

lattice spacing and number of atoms in the unit cell.
22

  Several papers and recent work by the authors have 

been dedicated to the proper analysis of oxides and non-conducting materials using APT and while the 

example shown here is an oxide, that is not the focus of this paper.
27,54,110,111

 

The morphology of the interface between the TCO film and the substrate post-laser irradiation in 

the atom probe is shown in Figure 6.7; the selected area diffraction patterns are also shown in the figure.  

The high resolution image shows a smooth interface, which is expected for an epitaxially grown film,  

 

 

Figure 6.7 High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the epitaxially grown TCO coating 

on -Alumina substrate post-laser irradiation for 24 hours.  The diffraction pattern of the 

substrate is shown on the top and the major reflections are indexed (B = [112̄0]).  The 

bottom pattern shows the reflection of the TCO coating, where the reflections due to the 

substrate are indicated by the circles. 
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where (0001)-Al2O3 ‖ (0001)TCO and the pattern shown in Figure 6.7 is for B = [112̄0] of the TCO thin 

film.  The selected area diffraction patterns of the TCO film showed secondary reflections in a ring 

pattern characteristic of nanocrystalline materials that may be due to recrystallization of the TCO.   

Figure 6.8 shows a composition profile across the TCO/-Al2O3 interface along the z-axis of the 

specimen (the analysis direction).  For the specimen irradiated at 100 pJ/pulse, the cation ratio between 

the Zn and Mg was determined to be approximately two; no Al was observed in the film.  The specimen 

irradiated at 1000 pJ/pulse showed Zn depletion across the film (which was only about 5 nm thick) and 

the cation ration between the Al and Mg was also found to be approximately two.  This is indicative of 

formation of MgAl2O4 (magnesium-spinel) at the interface.  Since the solubility of MgO and ZnO in 

Al2O3 is null, it is expected that phase separation would occur when the molar ratio is not 0.5.  The 

diffraction spots would show reflections for each phase but indications of phase separation are not 

observed in the diffraction patterns.  Consequently, it is possible that a magnesium-spinel layer formed at 

the surface of the specimen post laser irradiation.  Nonetheless, the absence of Zn may be due to 

sublimation at the low pressures in the analysis chamber.  Laser pulsing could cause the specimen to 

reach temperatures above 300 K which could cause the Zn atoms to sublimate. 

The experiment demonstrates that it is possible to perform a dynamic experiment in the atom 

probe and corroborate changes in the composition and crystallography using electron diffraction.  

Composition profiling can be executed at the 1 nm scale and determine if phase separation takes place.  In 

addition, the diffraction experiments performed ex-situ in the TEM show that changes in crystal structure 

or ordering can be monitored.  Atom probe experimental variables must be optimized for each materials 

system and considerable amount of work has been allocated to understanding the best conditions for 

analysis of oxide materials.  It should be noted that a potential source of inaccuracy for the 

implementation of this technique is the small specimen volume, and even smaller analyzed volume in the 

atom probe.  Since electron transmission is required for this technique, the electron elastic and inelastic 

path lengths must be small (20-200 nm depending on material).  These small volume effects should be 

taken into account during data analysis. 

6.5 Future Development and Experiments 

A demonstration was presented here of the first application of this tool.  A subsequent practical 

application is monitoring the tip shape evolution during an atom probe experiment.  The real time 

feedback can be used to tune the parameters needed for the reconstruction of the specimen resulting in 

less error.  The tip shape changes would be performed using secondary electron imaging, such as the 

micrograph shown in Figure 6.2.  In addition, information about the specimen morphology can be 

obtained using a solid state transmission electron detector (SSD) for bright-field (BF) and dark-field (DF) 
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imaging.  Any inhomogeneities—e.g. changes in grain orientation, presence of precipitates, etc.—in the 

specimen will cause electrons to scatter at different angles so different electrons can be captured using a 

DF detector set up. 

In addition to the validation experiment presented in the previous section, possible experiments 

that can be carried out in the DyAP include: crystallization in amorphous materials, effects of solute drag, 

dislocation motion, secondary phase nucleation during transformations, radiation damage dynamics, grain 

growth, and dielectric breakdown. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Composition profiles along the analysis direction for two specimens analyzed in the atom 

probe post-laser irradiation for 24 hours.  The specimen on the top was irradiated using 

100 pJ/pulse, and the bottom specimen using 1000 pJ/pulse.  The Zn:Mg and Al:Mg 

cation ratios were approximately 2:1, which may be indicative of the formation of spinel 

after irradiation at high pulse energy. 

 

6.6 Summary 

The DyAP will open up another dimension of experiments in materials research and the 

applicability of the proposed instrument is wide-reaching across different materials science fields.  The 

design of the DyAP is completed.  The implementation of a high-resolution electron column and detector 

set for imaging has been illustrated.  Furthermore, it is possible to carry out diffraction experiments and 
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observe the specimen crystallography.  The implementation of different imaging/detectors to the 

commercially available atom probe system remains is on-going.  Nevertheless, at this stage of the 

development program of the DyAP, the experiments that can be performed approach the goals of 

achieving atomic scale spatial and chemical resolution atom probe tomography 
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CHAPTER 7: DEMONSTRATION OF A DYNAMIC ATOM PROBE EXPERIMENT USING 

CROSS-CORRELATIVE ATOM PROBE TOMOGRAPHY AND TRANSMISSION 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

The goal in this chapter is to present a draft of a manuscript on the atom probe characterization of 

Zn0.7Mg0.29Ga0.01O, a transparent conducting oxide, deposited on c-oriented sapphire (-Al2O3) substrate.  

The work will demonstrate capabilities of the dynamic atom probe at performing structural and atomic 

scale chemical characterization.  This article is to be submitted to Ultramicroscopy. 

Rita Kirchhofer
jj,kk

, David R. Diercks
ll,mm

, Brian P. Gorman
mm,nn,oo

 

7.1 Abstract 

Cross-correlative transmission electron microscopy and atom probe tomography were employed 

to explore the feasibility of conducting a dynamic atom probe experiment.  The onset of phase 

transformation in a system consisting of a transparent conductive oxide thin film (Zn0.70Mg0.29Ga0.01O) 

deposited on c-oriented sapphire (-Al2O3) was explored.  Specimens were laser irradiated using 100 pJ 

to 1000 pJ pulse energies with initial temperatures between 50 K and 300 K for up to 8.64×10
10

 pulses.  

Using a thermal model it was possible to estimate the temperatures reached by the specimen during laser 

pulsing which were calculated to be at least 300 K.  The possible formation of Mg-spinel (MgAl2O4) at 

the transparent conductive oxide and -Al2O3 substrate interface was observed using electron diffraction 

and confirmed by atom probe analysis.   

7.2 Introduction 

Nanoscale characterization of materials is required to understand the onset of physical 

phenomena such as diffusion across a boundary.  Atom probe tomography (APT) has advantages to 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in combined chemical and spatial resolution.  However, for 

ceramic materials, unlike some metals,
109

 information about the specimen crystallography cannot be 

obtained easily in the atom probe.  Furthermore, analysis of ceramic materials in the atom probe requires 

the use of laser pulsing in order to induce field emission of ions.  It is generally accepted that the 
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mechanism of field emission for oxides is due to thermal pulsing;
8,12

 hence, temperature increases are 

induced in the specimen for a short period of time.  Due to the small thermal mass of atom probe 

specimens temperature changes from ~20 K to >300 K in nominally 10-200 ps are possible.
12,114,115

  The 

thermal cycling depends on laser fluence, laser absorption, and material properties such as thermal 

conductivity, specimen geometry and thermal mass.
13,22,68

  In this chapter the performance of a dynamic 

experiment, a time dependent phenomenon that can be observed in the atom probe, in the atom probe is 

explored.  The system design has been presented in Chapter 6. 

A system consisting of a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) thin film with nominal composition 

Zn0.70Mg0.29Ga0.01O deposited on c-oriented sapphire (-Al2O3) was chosen.  Ga is added to the ZnO thin 

film to improve carrier concentration while Mg additions are used to tune the band gap energy (Eg). 
119,120

  

The presence of Mg changes the lattice spacing of the ZnO by <1%
118,121

 therefore the film can still grow 

epitaxially on the substrate.  It is known that the maximum solubility of Mg in ZnO is 33 at.%
119,122

 and 

films with Mg content below 15 at.% do not show segregation even after annealing at 1273 K.
123

  The 

equilibrium phase diagram in Figure 7.1 for (Mg,Zn)O and Al2O3 show that at 50 mol%, spinel (a cubic 

phase with space group Fd3̄m) is formed and will have a composition (Zn,Mg)Al2O4.
116,117

  Information 

about the different phases in the study are presented in Table 7.1.  This system is adequate for studying 

the possible phase transformations since each phase has a distinct chemistry and crystallography. 

 

Table 7.1 – Lattice parameters and crystallographic information for -Alumina, the ZnMgO:Ga film, and 

spinel.
12,120,124–126

 

Phase Composition 
Band Gap 

(eV) 

Space 

Group 

Lattice Parameter 

(nm) Volume 

(nm
3
) 

Atoms 

a c 

-Al2O3 Al2O3 9 R3̄c 0.4762 1.2995 0.2552 22 

ZnMgO:Ga Zn0.70Mg0.29Ga0.01O 4.0 P63mc 0.3261 0.5166 0.04767 10 

Mg-Spinel MgAl2O4 7.8 Fd3̄m 0.8089 - 0.5287 56 

Zn-Spinel ZnAl2O4 3.8 Fd3̄m 0.8086 - 0.5287 56 
 

 

7.3 Experimental Methods 

ZnMgO:Ga films of about 50 nm were grown on polished -Al2O3 single crystals via pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD).  The depositions were performed at 973 K and 10
-7

 mbar in an oxygen atmosphere.  

Further details on the growth process can be found in the reference.
118

  Samples were prepared for laser 

irradiation and subsequent atom probe analysis using a dual-beam focused ion beam/scanning electron 
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microscope (FIB/SEN) by the standard method developed by Thompson, et. al, 2007.
50

  The samples were 

mounted in such a way that the film/substrate interface was perpendicular to the direction of analysis.  

The typical tip radius ranges between 20 nm and 75 nm with a shank angle of less than 15°.   

 

 

Figure 7.1 Equilibrium phase diagram for MgO + Al2O3 (black) and ZnO + Al2O3 (blue) showing 

the formation of spinel at 50 mol% Al2O3.  

 

Laser irradiation was performed in the atom probe using 100 pJ/pulse or 1000 pJ/pulse for 

different times ranging between 6.00×10
8
 and 8.64×10

10
 pulses.  The pulse frequency was 1 MHz and the 

laser pulse duration is nominally under 10 ps with a spot size ≤1 m at full width half-maximum 

(FWHM).  A constant voltage of 500 V was applied to the specimens during irradiation.  The voltage is 

the minimum that can be applied using the user interface of the LEAP instrument.  Due to field 

enhancement at the tip radius, the applied field varied between 2.0 V nm
-1

 and 7.5 V nm
-1

.  These fields 

are not sufficient to cause ionization of the atom at the surface of the tip since typically an applied field of 
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10-40 V nm
-1

, depending on the material, is required.
9
  The mass spectrum during the run was monitored 

in order to determine if any field induced evaporation of atoms at the surface occurred.  Only a constant 

background was observed with no peaks corresponding to any species. 

Laser assisted APT analysis was performed in a Cameca LEAP 4000XSi system with a straight 

flight path, which was set to 90 mm to maximize the field-of-view (FOV).  Laser pulsing was performed 

in the APT experiments using a 355 nm wavelength at 100 pJ/pulse.  The specimen base temperature was 

between 20 K and 50 K, acquisition rate was set at 0.5 % and the laser pulse frequency was 625 kHz.  The 

experimental conditions were optimized for specimen yield not oxygen composition determination.   

Thermal modeling to estimate the specimen temperature during laser pulsing was performed 

using a COMSOL
TM

 multiphysics package.  The two-dimensional (2-D) model simulates a 10 ps laser 

pulse at an initial temperature (25 K to 300 K used in the simulations) and determines the transient 

temperature across the specimen.  It is possible to simulate a specimen that consists of different films of 

material, such as the ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3 and (Figure 7.2).  The assumption is that complete laser 

absorption takes place regardless of the band gap of the material; however, this parameter can be changed 

in the model if the actual laser absorption (photon) is known.
pp

  Also assumed is that the laser pulse 

impinges on the specimen at the apex and that the laser pulse is Gaussian in spatial and temporal 

distribution. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Representation of an atom probe specimen modeled using COMSOL
TM

 Multiphysics 

showing the overall temperature distribution, geometry of the films and the direction of 

the laser pulse. 

 

                                                 

pp
 Please refer to Chapter 2 for a complete explanation of the issues that arise due to laser absorption of wide band 

gap materials in the atom probe. 
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Characterization of the specimens were performed using a Phillips CM 200 transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) operated at 200 keV accelerating voltage and equipped with a TEM/APT compatible 

holder (by Hummingbird Instruments) that allows for cross-correlative analysis of the APT specimens.
2
  

Pre- and post-APT images of the specimens were collected to determine the initial and final tip radius, the 

sphere-to-cone ratio (rs/rc), and total analyzed volume.  An example of an APT specimen before and after 

analysis is shown in Figure 7.3.  All the aforementioned information was used to create an accurate 

reconstruction of the specimen.   

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.3 (a) TEM micrograph of a representative atom probe specimen showing the pre- and post-

APT (blue) images overlaid, and (b) the corresponding reconstruction showing a fraction 

of the ions collected and the lattice spacing in the film.  The -Alumina substrate is 

indicated in blue.  Small areas of Mg enrichment are apparent at the interface with the 

ZnMgO:Ga film.   
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Analysis of the atom probe data was performed using IVAS
TM

 v.3.6.6.  In the reconstruction the 

ion volumes were adjusted for the species.  For example, from Table 7.1 it is found that the ZnMgO:Ga 

film has a hexagonal structure (P63mc) with a unit cell volume of 0.04757 nm
3
 and 10 atoms per unit cell.  

The calculated volume is 0.004757 nm
3
 per atom.  In the case of molecular clusters the ionic volume was 

multiplied by the number of atoms in the cluster.  Care was taken to reconstruct volumes accurately since 

the ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3 interface was of interest.  The detector efficiency (), image compression factor 

(ICF) and rs/rc were adjusted until the correct analyzed volume and lattice spacing of the ZnMgO:Ga film 

was obtained.   

7.4 Results  

The pre- and post-laser irradiation examination of the ZnMgO:Ga layer on -Al2O3 is presented.  

The composition of the ZnMgO:Ga was determined for atom probe acquisition conditions that yielded a 

composition near nominal.  Special care was taken to produce reconstructions that were accurate in order 

to characterize the interface of the ZnMgO:Ga and -Al2O3.  Lastly, the results of finite element modeling 

using COMSOL
TM

 was employed to estimate the temperature reached by a representative specimen 

during laser pulsing. 

7.4.1 Characterization Prior to Laser Irradiation 

Prior to laser irradiation the specimens were characterized using TEM to evaluate the 

microstructure and crystallography of each sample.  Figure 7.3 shows a bright field TEM micrograph of 

an atom probe specimen where the entire thickness of the ZnMgO:Ga film is shown.  The film showed a 

high density of dislocations near the interface with the -Al2O3, which is typical of these epitaxial films, 

and it is known that threading dislocations are the main defect formed during deposition of (Zn,Mg)O.
122

  

However, despite the high level of Mg content in the film, evidence of phase separation between the MgO 

and ZnO was not observed, which is consistent with previous findings for thin films with this 

composition.
122

  A high resolution TEM micrograph and representative selected area diffraction patterns 

(SADP) acquired at the interface of the -Alumina substrate and ZnMgO:Ga film are shown in 

Figure 7.4a.  The hexagonal ZnMgO:Ga film (space group P63mc) and substrate (R3̄c) have good lattice 

matching with no indication of phase separation between MgO and ZnO.  It was found that                    

[21̄1̄0]Al2O3 ‖  [011̄0]ZnMgO and [0001]Al2O3 ‖  [0001]ZnMgO.  

Atom probe analysis through the ZnMgO:Ga film and into the -Al2O3 substrate was performed 

both on the as-received material and laser irradiated material.  Pre- and post-APT TEM analysis was 

performed on all specimens, unless a specimen failure occurred and post-analysis examination was not 
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possible.  Figure 7.3a shows a TEM micrograph before APT analysis overlaid with an image from the 

same specimen post-APT.  The 3-D reconstruction corresponding to the specimen is displayed in 

Figure 7.3b.  Through proper adjustment of the reconstruction parameters the correct volume analyzed, 

film thickness and the film (0001) lattice spacing, 0.5166 nm, were achieved.  The detector event 

histogram in Figure 7.4b, which is a map of the ion hit density during the atom probe experiment, shows 

clearly the formation of a six-fold symmetry pole that corresponds to the [0001] direction for the 

ZnMgO:Ga film and substrate.   

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.4 (a) High resolution TEM micrograph of the interface between the ZnMgO:Ga film and 

the -Al2O3 substrate with the corresponding diffraction patterns.  The reflections 

corresponding to the substrate (-Al2O3) for B = [21̄1̄0] are shown.  A diffraction pattern 

of both substrate and film revealed that [21̄1̄0]Al2O3 ‖  [011̄0]ZnMgO. Epitaxial growth of 

the films was confirmed.  (b) Atom probe detector event histogram displaying the 

location where ions hit the detector during analysis.  The formation of a crystallographic 

pole was apparent and corresponds to the 0001 pole of the ZnMgO:Ga film. 

 

The composition of the specimens were determined after optimizing the APT experimental 

conditions that yielded the best success for analysis of both phases, i.e. a run that acquired across the 

interface (refer to Table 7.2 for the results).  Under these conditions, the oxygen content for both phases is 

underestimated from correct stoichiometry, which should be 50 at.% and 60 at.% for ZnMgO:Ga and -

Al2O3 phases, respectively.  Therefore, anion/cation fractions are not representative of the correct 

stoichiometry of the material. For example, the cation/anion fraction for O in the substrate should be 

0.4/0.6 while the ratio determined from the atom probe data is 0.41/0.58 and the remainder is 
69

Ga from 

the FIB milling process for specimen preparation.  Despite the discrepancy in the measured composition 

the relative changes in composition can be accurately determined at the nanometer scale.  Analysis of the 

film also showed a deficiency of Zn as compared to the nominal composition (Zn = 35 at.%) and as a 

result a relative increase in Mg content.  Preferential evaporation of ionic species due to uncorrelated 
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events, multiple detector hits, or loss of detection due to formation of neutral species is well documented 

for atom probe acquisitions.
27,83,114,127

  Zn deficiency may be due to preferential evaporation during the 

acquisition and not an indication of loss of stoichiometry of the phase. 

 

Table 7.2 – Composition measurements for the ZnMgO:Ga film and -Al2O3 substrate.  The nominal 

composition of each phase is given in parenthesis. 

Phase 
Elements (at.%) 

O Al Zn Mg Ga
‡
 

ZnMgO:Ga 
45.9 ± 0.4 

(50.0) 
- 

31.7 ± 1.9 

(35.0) 

20.9 ± 2.4 

(14.5) 

1.3 ± 0.1 

(0.5) 

-Al2O3 
58.6 ± 1.3 

(60.0) 

40.8 ± 0.1 

(40.0) 
- - 0.5 ± 0.1 

 

‡ The values reported for Ga content also include 
69

Ga from FIB induced damage therefore the 

content may be overestimated.  

 

Figure 7.5 shows a 1-D composition profile of a region encompassing the film and the substrate 

for a representative specimen.  The composition of the phase is presented as function of distance from the 

interface (grey boxed area in the plot) and the direction of analysis is the growth direction of the 

ZnMgO:Ga film and the c-axis.  Relative changes in composition across the phases can be quantified at 

the nanometer scale.  The ZnMgO:Ga/ -Al2O3 interface was approximately 3 nm in width.  Interface 

thickness was estimated by measuring the width of the Al composition profile from across the steep 

composition gradient (minimum Al content ~2 at.% to the maximum content Al ~36 at.%).  Small 

changes in the Mg and Zn content are evident and may be attributed to the regions of enrichment that 

were observed in the 3-D reconstructions (Figure 7.3b).  Increase in O content was observed in the 

substrate that corresponds to the increase anion/cation ratio expected for -Al2O3 (anion/cation = 0.6/0.4) 

whereas the Zn and Mg contents dropped to near zero values.  

7.4.2 Laser Irradiation Results 

Initial estimation of the temperatures reached by the specimen during laser irradiation was 

achieved using a COMSOL
TM

 Multiphysics thermal model, which was presented in more details in 

Chapter 2.  In brief the model used assumes at Gaussian laser pulse with pulse width with duration of 

10 ps and also a Gaussian spatial distribution of the pulse energy, and pulse frequency (laser pulse 

repetition rate) of 1 MHz.  A specimen tip radius (rs) of 20 nm, shank angle of 10°, and Tinitial = 50 K was 

assumed for the model.  In the maximum temperature profile produced by the thermal model within the 
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specimen, and shown in Figure 7.6, it is demonstrated that a temperature increase to 427 K (Tmax) was 

possible for an initial temperature of 50 K using 100 pJ per pulse, if complete laser absorption (photon = 1) 

is assumed.  However, it is not expected that complete laser absorption takes place since the Eg of the 

material is higher than the photon energy (Ephoton = 3.4 eV and Eg,TCO ≈ 4 eV,  Eg,-Al2O3 ≈ 9 eV).  With the 

assumed pulse frequency, the time between pulses is 1 s and the specimen temperature decays to 50 K 

before the next laser pulse arrives to the sample. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Composition profile of the ZnMgO:Ga film across the interface and -Al2O3 substrate as 

a function the distance from the interface.  The interface thickness was approximately 

3 nm before laser irradiation as indicated by the grey boxed area.  The spatial resolution 

in the analysis direction was set at 1 nm for the analysis. 

 

The initial laser irradiation experiments were carried out using the conditions assumed in the 

thermal model.  The laser irradiation was performed on specimens at UHV conditions (10
-11

 mbar) for 

8.64×10
10

 pulses with a constant applied voltage of 500 V using a laser pulse energy of 100 pJ or 1000 pJ.  

The complete details of the laser irradiation conditions were presented in Section 7.3.  Using higher laser 

pulse energies would increase the specimen temperature as illustrated by the maximum temperature plot 

in Figure 7.7.  Based on the model specimens subjected to laser pulse energies of 1000 pJ show a relative 

increase in maximum temperature that is ten times the maximum temperature of a specimen irradiated 

with 100 pJ.  The change in temperature (TMax) for the 100 pJ/pulse curve after 100 ps is 0.45 TMax 

compared to 0.70 TMax for the 1000 pJ/pulse.  The implication of the relative change in temperatures is 

that a much higher TMax is reached within 100 ps of the pulse initiation when higher laser pulse energies 

are used.  Furthermore, the specimen remains at elevated temperatures for an extended period of time 
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which would aid the reaction of the ZnMgO:Ga and -Al2O3 to form spinel.  Hence, it is possible to tune 

the temperature reached by the specimen by adjusting the laser pulse energy. 

Post-irradiation examination by diffraction and subsequent atom probe analysis of the specimens 

subjected to laser pulse energy of 100 pJ found no changes in the crystallography or boundary 

morphology.  The interface remained sharp between ZnMgO:Ga and -Al2O3 and it is expected that 

formation of spinel would take place at the interface and result in changes in the morphology (roughness, 

onset of formation of nano-crystals, etc.).   

 

 

Figure 7.6 Specimen temperature (in K) as a function of time (in ps) after the laser pulse initiation.  

The maximum temperature predicted is displayed by the black curve.  The inset shows 

the temperature at different locations along the surface of the specimen until an 

equilibrium temperature is achieved.  Each location is indicated by the sketch of the atom 

probe tip.  Thermal equilibrium is reached within 70 ps and the temperature decays to 

50 K between within 1 us of the pulse initiation. 

 

Examination of the laser irradiated specimens was performed ex-situ in the TEM followed by 

atom probe analysis.  Figure 7.9a shows a bright field TEM micrograph of a representative atom probe 

specimen post-irradiation.  Roughening of the specimen surface is apparent although other changes in the 

microstructure were not evident.  However, the SADPs for the ZnMgO:Ga layer showed alterations from 

the pre-irradiation conditions that are evidence of changes in the microstructure due to recrystallization or 
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possible formation of a different phase.  The SADP for two different specimens after laser irradiation are 

shown in Figure 7.9b.  The diffraction patterns show reflections (marked by blue squares) that could not 

be attributed to either the substrate or the ZnMgO:Ga film (see figure Figure 7.4 for pre-irradiation DPs).  

The additional diffraction spots could correspond to {440}-type reflections for spinel.  The spinel can also 

have epitaxial growth with the -Alumina substrate so that (111)Spinel // (011̄0)-Al2O3 due to excellent 

lattice matching on for those directions.  Therefore, the zone axis that is observed in the diffraction 

pattern could be a <111>-type axis; this seems to be confirmed by the reflections observed in the pattern 

that correspond to a B = [111]Spinel. 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Relative temperature as a function of time after laser pulse initiation using a 100 pJ 

(dashed line) or 1000 pJ (solid line) for the pulse energy.  The thermal model predicts 

relative increase in temperature ten times higher for a specimen subjected to a 1000 pJ 

laser pulse compared to a 100 pJ pulse.  The change in TMax at 100 ps for the 

1000 pJ/pulse is higher than for the 100 pJ/pulse. 
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Figure 7.8 Composition profile of the ZnMgO:Ga film across the interface and -Al2O3 substrate as 

a function the distance from the interface.  The interface thickness was approximately 

3 nm after laser irradiation at 100 pJ/pulse for 8.64×10
10

 pulses.  The spatial resolution in 

the analysis direction was set at 1 nm for the analysis. 

 

Atom probe analysis of specimens that had been exposed to different laser fluences was 

performed.  The relative composition of the specimens as a function of the distance from the 

ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3 interface, indicated by the grey box, is shown for two specimens in Figure 7.10.  

One was irradiated using 100 pJ/pulse (top) and the other using 1000 pJ/pulse (bottom).  For the specimen 

irradiated at 100 pJ/pulse, the Zn:Mg cation ratio was determined to be ~2:1.25 = 1.6; in comparison the 

Zn:Mg ratio for a stoichiometric composition is 2:0.81 = 2.4.  Diffusion of Al into the ZnMgO:Ga film 

was observed for a distance of about 4 nm at the interface (grey box), whereas Mg and Zn were detected 

in the substrate at concentrations greater than 5 at.% for a distance of 2 nm until the end of the atom probe 

acquisition.  The specimen irradiate at 1000 pJ/pulse showed Zn depletion across the film, which was 

only about 5 nm thick.  Due to the specimen preparation using the dual-beam, part of the TCO film was 

ion milled to a thickness of about 20 nm.  After laser irradiation at room temperature for 8.64×10
10

 pulses 

it was observed that the film thickness had decreased further, the before and after laser irradiation TEM 

micrographs are shown in Figure 7.11.  The Al:Mg cation ratio was found to be ~2:1.15 = 1.7; that is, 

approximately 2:1 which corresponds to the ratio of a Mg-spinel (MgAl2O4).  For this specimen, the 

interface thickness was determined form the composition gradient of the Mg and O and was determined to 

be approximately 4.5 nm—indicated by the grey box in the image.  The O and Al content in the substrate 

were constant. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.9 Selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) for the ZnMgO:Ga film and substrate after 

laser irradiation.  (a) A TEM micrograph of an atom probe specimen post-irradiation 

showing slight damage due to laser pulsing.  (b) Selected area diffraction patterns of the 

ZnMgO:Ga film (and -Alumina substrate) for two representative specimens after laser 

irradiation at 1000 pJ/pulse for 24 hrs.  The reflections due to the substrate and thin film 

were indexed in Figure 7.4.  Additional reflections (squares) possibly due to spinel 

formation are also shown for B = [111]Spinel. 

 

7.5 Discussion 

APT is a powerful tool for atomic scale characterization.  Determination of composition and 

effects of analysis conditions on field evaporation and/or sublimation of species are discussed.  In 

addition, evidence of the formation of spinel (composition MgAl2O4) was found using electron 

diffraction.  Most notably, APT was employed to determine the diffusion coefficient of Al and Mg using 

Fick’s second law. 

7.5.1 Composition Measurements 

Composition measurements performed in the atom probe are subject to uncertainties due to the 

field evaporation behavior of different atoms.  Unless the experimental conditions can be optimized to 

obtain the correct anion/cation ratio, preferential loss of some ionic species can occur.
27,83,114

  In the 

analysis of the ZnMgO:Ga film, loss of Zn (31.7 at.%) and O (45.9 at.%) was observed while the Mg 

content (20.9 at.%) was overestimated.  Additional uncertainties are introduced due to peak overlaps in 

the TOF mass spectrum.  For example, Zn
2+

 at 32 m/q overlaps with O2
+
 peak.

27
  The isotopic ratio can be 

used to decompose the peaks and reduced the uncertainties.  Owing to peak overlaps is possible that the 
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Zn and Mg content appear to remain high in the -Al2O3 substrate (Figure 7.10).  Despite the 

discrepancies of the measured composition with the nominal composition of the film, the relative change 

in the atomic concentration are consistent for a given acquisition condition.  Therefore, it is possible to 

determine the ratio of cations to assess the composition changes of the film. 

 

 

Figure 7.10 Composition profiles for two specimens analyzed in the atom probe using a laser pulse 

energy of 100 pJ (top) and 1000 pJ (bottom).  Specimen baser temperature was 50 K and 

TMax > 300 K.  The specimens showed different cation ratios within the film.  The Al:Mg 

ratio in the bottom is ~2:1 that is indicative of the formation of Mg-spinel. 

 

Depletion of Zn may be due to sublimation at the low pressures in the analysis chamber, as shown 

in the vapor pressure graph for Zn in Figure 7.12a.  The extrapolation of the graph to a pressure of 10
-

11
 mbar shows that Zn could sublimate at around 300 K.  Laser pulsing could cause the specimen to reach 

temperatures higher than 300 K as shown by the thermal model in Figure 7.6.  Composition profile along 

the analysis direction (c-axis) of a specimen subjected to 100 pJ laser pulse energy is shown in 

Figure 7.12b.  The initial 8 nm of the ZnMgO:Ga film also shows a deficit in Zn content, which increases 

to near the nominal content near the ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3 interface.  A comparison with the composition 

profile of the specimen irradiated with 1000 pJ/pulse (Figure 7.10) reveals that the film was only about 

5 nm and Zn was not detected in the specimen.  Therefore, Zn may be sublimating from the surface for a 
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depth of 8 nm and the Mg-spinel observed in the specimen may be due to the loss of the Zn and the 

diffusion of Al from the substrate to fill the vacancies.  Formation of Zn vacancies due to laser irradiation 

for 10 000 pulses and fluence of 100 mJ/cm
2
 (laser wavelength,  = 193 nm) in UHV conditions has been 

reported for a depth of 2 m into bulk ZnO.
128

  Diffusion of the Zn interstitials to the surface would 

promote the preferential loss of Zn.  Alternately, the Zn may be field evaporated from the tip as 

uncorrelated events, between laser pulses, and contributing to the background counts in the mass 

spectrum.  Given the low applied field and the low sublimation temperature of Zn at this pressure, the 

sublimation of neutral Zn seems more likely. 

 

 

Figure 7.11 TEM micrographs of the a specimen after FIB milling and before laser irradiation (left), 

after laser irradiation for  8.64×10
10

 pulses (middle) and post-APT analysis (right).  The 

ZnMgO:Ga film was approximately 5 nm thick, tip radius was rs = 23 nm and rs/rc = 1.8 

prior to APT analysis. 

 

Based on this, the likely sublimation of the Zn ions at the surface of the specimen indicates the 

possible temperatures reached by the specimen during laser pulsing.  The deficit in Zn was observed for 

specimens that were laser pulsed at 100 pJ and 1000 pJ per pulse so it can be deduced that both specimens 

reached a temperature of at least 300 K to allow for Zn sublimation. 

7.5.2 Indication of Formation of Spinel (Mg,Zn)Al2O4  

Diffraction characterization was performed in the TEM on the atom probe specimens using a 

custom holder capable of allowing the transfer of the specimens between the TEM and the APT.  The 

TEM/APT holder is capable of tilting in only one direction; thus, reaching a zone axis is difficult and 

patterns may appear slightly off the exact zone.  The relative intensity of the reflections may not 

correspond to the known intensities for the zone axis.  Pattern indexing was performed by measuring the 

reflections of the -Al2O3 substrate and comparing to simulated patterns (Figure 7.9c).  Then the 

reflections that corresponded to the ZnMgO:Ga film were indexed and the reflections were confirmed by 
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calculating the d-spacing for each plane compared to the -Al2O3 substrate.  Lastly, for specimens that 

had been laser pulsed at 1000 pJ, some reflections remained and did not appear to correspond to either of 

the known phases present; this may be indicative of formation of Zn-Mg-spinel at the interface.  The 

remaining reflections were assumed to be spinel and the d-spacing was calculated and matched to {440} 

planes for a zone axis corresponding to B = [111].  In this alignment condition, the (404) and (404) 

reflections for spinel overlap the (2̄110) and (21̄1̄0) reflections of the -Al2O3 substrate, which is 

expected for the d-spacing of the planes in the Mg-spinel and ZnMgO:Ga film that produce the reflection 

spots. 

The composition measurement performed from the atom probe data in Figure 7.10 show that 

changes in the chemical composition of the material can be affected either by Zn sublimation from the 

ZnMgO:Ga thin film and diffusion of Al from the substrate.  The Al:Mg ratio of the specimen irradiated 

at 1000 pJ corresponds to the expected ratio for Mg-spinel (2:1).  Moreover, the oxygen content increases 

into the -Al2O3 substrate.  The oxygen content of the spinel is 57.1 at.% and 60.0 at.% for the -Al2O3 

corroborating that Mg-spinel maybe have formed within the ZnMgO:Ga film. 

7.5.3 Determination of the Diffusion Coefficients from Composition Profiles Obtained in the 

Atom Probe 

The ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3 interface can be viewed as a diffusion couple that has been subjected 

to a range of temperatures during laser irradiation at different fluences.  The nanoscale composition 

changes at the interface were measured using APT and diffusion coefficient of atomic species can be 

estimated using the solution to Fick’s second for a plane source.  A relationship for the composition 

gradient C(y,t) is derived in Equation 2.1
129

, where y is the distance from the interface, t the time, Cs 

initial concentration, and D the diffusion coefficient for the atomic species.  The analysis can be applied 

to determine the D values for Mg and Zn in c-oriented -Al2O3 under the experimental conditions.  

Furthermore, the Al diffusion coefficient in ZnMgO:Ga could be estimated by reversing the composition 

gradient and applying the same analysis. 

 

         
   

√   
   ( 

  

   
) 

7.1 

 

The diffusion coefficient is obtained from a ln(D) versus y
2
 plot that relates the slope of the fitted 

line to the D and t, where:  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.12 (a) Vapor pressure of Zn extrapolated to the pressure used for atom probe analysis 

showing that for pZn ≈ 10
-11

 mbar the temperature for sublimation is ~300 K.  (b) 

Composition profile of a specimen analyzed using 100 pJ/pulse and 50 K as the specimen 

base temperature showing Zn depletion for approximately 8 nm from the surface. 
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And t is the time taken for the diffusion gradient to develop.  Under the experimental conditions 

for the laser irradiation, t is given by the number of laser pulse (Npulse = 8.64×10
10

 pulses) and the time the 

specimen was subjected to a temperature high enough for diffusion to occur (Temp).  From the thermal 

model in Section 7.4.2, Temp values ranged between 70 ps to 100 ps depending on the laser pulse energy 

(as well as intrinsic material properties and specimen geometric factors that were discussed in more detail 

in Chapter 2).  Diffusion coefficient results are tabulated in Table 7.3 for the specimen subjected to 

100 pJ/pulse energies and 1000 pJ/pulse (Figure 7.10).  In comparison, diffusion coefficient values for 

Al
3+

 8.4×10
-15

 m
2
s

-1
 and Mg

2+
 7.2×10

-14
 m

2
s

-1
 in MgO at 1873 K.

130
  Discrepancies in the diffusion 

coefficients may be due to the temperature ranges.  Much lower diffusion coefficients are expected near 

room temperature, which is the estimated temperature reached by the specimen during laser irradiation at 

100 pJ/pulse. 

          
 

   
 

7.2a 

                       
7.3b 

 

The analysis can be extended further to calculate the pre-exponential coefficient (D0) of the 

diffusion coefficient (D).  Diffusion coefficients are dependent on temperature (T) and activation energy 

(QD) per Equation 7.4.  The Arrhenius form of the equation allows determination of D0 by plotting ln(C) 

versus 1/T.  The pre-exponential term, D0, is given by the line intercept.  In order to calculate the 

diffusivity the temperature reached by the specimen needs to be unambiguously determined.  Conversely 

by measuring the diffusion coefficient under different laser irradiation conditions (for different diffusional 

distances) it is possible to calculate the specimen temperature and D0 value for an atomic species. 

 

            ( 
  

  
) 

7.4 

 

Zn sublimation from the specimen apex demonstrated that a temperature of at least 300 K was 

achieved for specimens under irradiation at 100 pJ/pulse.  Figure 7.14 shows a comparison of diffusion 

coefficients for Al
3+

 in Al2O3 for a temperature range between 1423 K and 1873 K
130

 with the data point 

generated from measuring the diffusion coefficient of Al in ZnMgO:Ga at a temperature of ~427 K 

(Table 7.3) as predicted by the thermal model.  A large discrepancy between the extrapolated value 

(dashed line) of D at 300 K and the value determined from the model is observed.  Similarly, the data 

collected by Zhang, et al. estimated that D0 = 1.17×10
-2

 m
2
s

-1
, while the D0 value estimated from a linear  
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Figure 7.13 Al, Mg, and Zn concentrations at the boundary between the ZnMgO:Ga film and the -

Al2O3 substrate shown as ln(D) versus y
2
 plot.  The slope of the fitted line is indicated for 

each element for the specimens irradiated at 1000 pJ/pulse and 100 pJ/pulse.  Note that 

the concentration gradient of Zn in the top graph could not be measured due to Zn 

sublimation from the film. 

 

Table 7.3 – Calculated diffusion coefficients from composition profiles. 

Matrix 
Pulse Energy 

(pJ) 

Diffusing Species 

Al Zn Mg 

ZnMgO:Ga 
100 4.0×10

-19
 - - 

1000 8.9×10
-18

 - - 

-Al2O3 
100 - 4.9×10

-15
 6.9×10

-19
 

1000 - - 4.5×10
-19
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Figure 7.14 Diffusion coefficients for Al in Al2O3 (circles) and ZnMgO:Ga (triangle) shown as ln(D) 

versus 1/T (x104 K).  The D0 value estimated from data obtained between 1423 K and 

1873 K was 1.17×10
-2

 m
2
s

-1
while a linear fit with the data obtained from measuring D 

using atom probe data showed that D0 was approximately 4.0×10
-2

 m
2
s

-1
. 

 

fit (dash-dot line) using the data appoint is 3.1×10
-12

 m
2
s

-
1.  Although the diffusion coefficient of Al is 

expected to be much lower at room temperature than at 1423 K, the composition profiles measured from 

atom probe analysis showed that some diffusion takes place at the interface.  Therefore, it should be 

possible to determine the D0 value for all atomic species by analyzing the nanoscale changes in 

composition. 

7.6 Conclusions 

It was demonstrated that a dynamic atom probe experiment could be carried out and the onset of 

crystallization and phase transformations can be observed using cross-correlative APT and TEM.  The 

thermal modeling of a prototypical atom probe specimen subjected to laser pulses with 100 pJ of energy 

showed that temperatures around 427 K can be achieved.  The Zn sublimation at the surface of the 
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specimens is indicative that a temperature of at least 300 K was reached during laser irradiation.  

However, changes in composition or crystallography were not observed in the specimens until laser pulse 

energies of 1000 pJ were used for 8.64×10
10

 pulses.  TEM SADPs acquired for specimen irradiated at 

1000 pJ/pulse showed reflections that correspond to the {440} planes in a Mg-spinel structure and can 

confirm the formation of spinel due to thermal pulsing in the atom probe. 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that it is possible to measure the diffusion coefficient of atomic 

species.  The composition gradient at the ZnMgO:Ga and -Al2O3 interface were used to calculate the 

diffusion coefficients for Zn, Mg and Al at two different temperatures that corresponded to pulse energies 

of 100 pJ and 1000 pJ.  It was concluded that it is possible to take the analysis further and determine the 

pre-exponential coefficient (D0) once unambiguous temperature measurements, from thermal modeling or 

direct measurements, can be obtained.  The work elucidates one of the many applications that remain 

unexplored since correlative techniques are seldom used with APT analysis. 
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A summary of the major findings during this research project, the DyAP status, and observations 

about future experiments to be performed with the DyAP are presented. 

8.1 Summary of Important Findings 

Three goals were identified in order to meet the objectives of the development program.  Briefly 

stated those goals were: 

i. Develop methodology for analysis of oxides in the atom probe. 

ii. Achieve better fundamental understanding of laser pulsed thermal transport in APT 

specimens. 

iii. Hardware development and implementation for the DyAP to perform dynamic 

experiments. 

The major findings applicable to each goal are outlined in Sections 8.1.1 through 8.1.3. 

8.1.1 Atom Probe Tomography of Oxides 

Investigation of the behavior of oxides during field induced evaporation in the atom probe was 

performed using simple systems such as CeO2, and complex oxides like (Pb,Zr)TiO3 (PZT), and 

ZnMgO:Ga deposited on c-oriented -Al2O3.  A fundamental understanding of the experimental 

conditions and the effects on the quality of the data acquired from APT was achieved.  Experimental 

conditions that were isolated and studied in detail were: laser pulse energy, specimen base temperature, 

and acquisition/detection rate.  Other experimental conditions were not explored since their effect on data 

quality, as applicable for oxide materials, had been subject of previous work.
26,33,67

  Among the remaining 

instrument experimental variables are laser polarization and pulse frequency. 

It was found that laser pulse energy has the greatest effect on measured stoichiometry of oxides 

analyzed using APT.  Pulse energy affects field evaporation of species as neutrals (due to formation of 

O2) and can affect the homogeneity of field evaporation across a specimen (reported for CeO2).  As a 

result of these observations, it was determined that is necessary to run Laser Energy versus Oxygen 

Content calibration curves for all materials.  It was established that for most oxides lower pulse energies 

yield better stoichiometry.  In addition, lower pulse energies reduce ionic clusters and improve field 

evaporation homogeneity across the specimen.  However, lower pulse energies result in higher multiple 

detector hits, from the increased applied field, that may result in loss of detection of some species.  These 

phenomena were observed consistently for all materials analyzed in this project. 
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Dependence with the specimen base temperature was observed in all materials.  CeO2 and PZT 

were sensitive to temperature changes and this effect was observed in the increase in background counts 

(possibly due to uncorrelated events) and generation of ionic clusters.  Most notably, loss of stoichiometry 

was observed at lower laser pulse energies when the base temperature was increased.  In contrast, -

Al2O3 did not exhibit the same temperature dependence for the loss of stoichiometry.  From the results 

mentioned, it was shown that correct stoichiometry cannot be obtained if the anion/cation ratio is not 

optimized (as reported for PZT, PNZT, and PLZT).  However, optimization of the ratio does not 

necessarily mean that the correct composition will be obtained due to preferential field evaporation of 

some ionic species.  This phenomena was observed in the ZnMgO:Ga layer where Zn loss was attributed 

to preferential evaporation.  Atom probe analysis of polycrystalline materials also showed that 

crystallography has effect on field emission.  As reported previously, crystallography introduces small 

variations in local field at the atomic ledges.   

In addition, the large volume of work on oxides has revealed interesting facts about laser 

absorption mechanisms for large band gap (Eg) materials.  Absorption of photons from a laser pulse was 

experimentally observed since the temperature of the specimen increases with a laser pulse even though 

Ephoton < Eg.  Laser absorption was observed even when the applied voltage was small, ~500 V, suggesting 

that mechanisms of absorption are not only due to band bending, or the Franz-Keldysh effect.  

Correlative techniques, mostly TEM, were employed and shown to be essential to validate atom 

probe data. In order to produce accurate reconstructions, and hence generate accurate spatial information 

for the specimen, is necessary to obtain pre- and post-APT micrographs.  It was found that specimen 

sphere to cone ratio (rs/rc) changes with acquisition and that this effect is more pronounced in multilayer 

specimens that have materials with vastly different field evaporation potentials.  It was demonstrated that 

post-APT information is necessary to reconstruct the correct field-of-view (FOV) and analysis 

depth/volume.  Using all the correlative information, reconstructions that displayed the lattice spacing in 

oxide materials were produced; the first time this is reported for an oxide material.   

The detailed approach to generating reconstructions of atom probe data enabled nanoscale spatial 

analysis of oxides.  B-site cation (Zr, Ti) clustering in PZT at 5 nm to 10 nm scale using near-neighbor 

analysis was demonstrated; thus, showing that atomic scale spatial identification can be performed.  

Furthermore, it is possible to perform composition profile measurements and determine diffusion 

coefficients for atomic species, which has been initially demonstrated for Al diffusion into ZnMgO:Ga.   

Extensive implementation of cross-correlative techniques to validate atom probe results was 

performed.  Correlative STEM EDS was used for the PZT samples to show that composition changes 

occur within the layer with 1 nm resolution, which exceeds EDS spatial resolution.  Also used the TEM 

information pre- and post-APT to produce accurate reconstruction of the data. 
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8.1.2 Thermal Transport in Atom Probe Experiments – A Modeling Approach 

Time-temperature behavior of APT specimens was interpreted by adapting a thermal model 

generated using COMSOL
TM

 Multiphysics.  It was found that all specimens, regardless of material type, 

will decay to the base temperature within 1 us, the time between laser pulses.  The implications are that 

the specimen is at temperature for field emission for a short amount of time, thus improving TOF 

resolution, also that heating does not increase between pulses (no overlap).  Direct evidence of improved 

TOF resolution with low laser pulse energies was observed in CeO2.  In all cases, specimens experience a 

peak in temperature that decays after a couple hundred picoseconds.  Temperature decay time depends on 

intrinsic material properties (heat capacity, conductivity) and geometrical effects.  The thermal model can 

predict relative changes in temperature for oxides, and can adjust parameters to get better predictions.  

Validation of the thermal model could be achieved using Zn sublimation in ZnMgO:Ga to estimate 

minimum temperature due to pulsing at 100 pJ.  A good agreement between the predicted temperature, 

Tmax = 427  K , and experimentally estimated temperature of ~300 K was found. 

8.1.3 Dynamic Experiments using Atom Probe Tomography and Transmission Electron 

Microscopy 

Lastly, demonstrated a dynamic atom probe experiment by inducing a phase transformation using 

laser pulsing in the atom probe and correlating with TEM selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs).  

After the phase transformation was confirmed, APT analysis was performed.  Therefore, onset of 

recrystallization and phase transformations were documented using cross-correlative APT and TEM.  

Changes in composition across an interface were observed and report in ZnMgO:Ga / -Al2O3.  Diffusion 

of atoms at the nanometer scale for total irradiation times that were only a few seconds in lengths 

(8.64×10
10

 laser pulses) were reported.  Furthermore, the TEM SADPs suggested that Mg-spinel formed 

at the interface. 

The design of the instrument is completed and implementation of high-resolution electron column 

and detector set up was demonstrated.  At this stage of the development experiments can be performed 

that are near reaching the goals of atomic scale spatial resolution and chemical identification qualities of 

the atom probe. 

8.2 Future Work 

Further validation of the dynamic experiment and thermal transport at the nanometer scale 

remains.  Foundation work to understand oxide field emission behavior has been laid out and the work 

presented here signifies one of the largest bodies of research in analyzing oxides via APT that have been 
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reported.  More work needs to be pursued on correlating the effects of specimen base temperature and 

lase pulse energy to field evaporation of neutral species.  This would aid in understanding the laser 

absorption mechanisms at the nanometer scale.  One example experiment requires using a specimen of 

known and unchanging geometry (i.e. no shank angle) and measuring the composition at different laser 

pulse energies and temperature ranges.  Hence the effect of photo-ionization (laser) versus temperature 

dependence (specimen base temperature) on field emission can be deduced.    

Experiments to accurately extract diffusion coefficients of atomic species can be carried out 

following the procedure outline in this work.  However, to facility these measurements need to use a 

system that has faster kinetics or lower temperature transformations in order to measure diffusion of 

atomic species.  Conversely, if the specimen temperature can be unambiguously determined, should be 

possible to produce ln(D) vs. 1/T plots to measure the diffusion pre-exponential coefficient D0.  Extension 

of the analysis can yield a better model for solid state transport.  Atom probe tomography truly opens up 

the possibility to achieve atomic scale spatial and chemical characterization of materials.  
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